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PERIODICITY AND CYCLIC HOMOLOGY. PARA-S-MODULES AND
PERTURBATION LEMMAS
RAPHAE¨L PONGE
Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a paracyclic version of S-modules. These new objects are
called para-S-modules. Paracyclic modules and parachain complexes give rise to para-S-modules
much in the same way as cyclic modules and mixed complexes give rise to S-modules. More
generally, para-S-modules provide us with a natural framework to get analogues for paracyclic
modules and parachain complexes of various constructions and equivalence results for cyclic
modules or mixed complexes. The datum of a para-S-module does not provide us with a chain
complex, and so notions of homology and quasi-isomorphisms do not make sense. We establish
some generalizations for para-S-modules and parachain complexes of the basic perturbation
lemma of differential homological algebra. These generalizations provide us with general recipes
for converting deformation retracts of Hoschschild chain complexes into deformation retracts
of para-S-modules. By using ideas of Kassel this then allows us to get comparison results
between the various para-S-modules associated with para-precyclic modules, and between them
and Connes’ cyclic chain complex. These comparison results lead us to alternative descriptions
of Connes’ periodicity operator. This has some applications in periodic cyclic homology. We
also describe the counterparts of these results in cyclic cohomology. In particular, we obtain an
explicit way to convert a periodic pb, Bq-cocycle into a cohomologous periodic cyclic cocycle.
1. Introduction
In the terminology of Jones-Kassel [32, 34] an S-module is the datum of a chain complex
pC‚, dq of modules over some ring k together with a degree ´2 chain map S : C‚ Ñ C‚´2. This
notion has its roots in the seminal note of Connes [8]. It naturally comes out in bivariant cyclic
theory [8, 15, 32, 34, 47]. Incidentally, it encapsulates various approaches to cyclic homology. In
particular, we obtain S-modules from the cyclic complex and pb, Bq-bicomplex of Connes [7, 8, 9],
from any mixed mixed complex [6, 33], and from the CC-bicomplex of Connes [8] and Tsygan [54]
with the operators pb,´b1, 1´ τ,Nq.
A para-S-module is similar to an S-module where the chain map property rd, Ss “ 0 is preserved,
but the condition d2 “ 0 is relaxed into
(1.1) d2 “ p1´ T qS,
where T : C‚ Ñ C‚ is a k-linear isomorphism which is compatible with both d and S (see Section 2
for the precise definition). When T “ 1 we recover the definition of an S-module. Para-S-modules
can be also thought of as the unperiodic version of the para-complexes of [55]. Indeed, periodizing a
para-S-module with respect to the S-operator precisely gives rise to a para-complex (see Section 2).
The aim of this paper is to lay down the main ground of a paracyclic version of S-modules [8, 32,
34]. We call these objects para-S-modules. In particular, para-S-modules are naturally associated
with paracyclic modules and parachain complexes much like S-modules are associated with cyclic
modules and mixed complexes.
In order to obtain a general apparatus for establishing equivalence results for para-S-modules,
we generalize to this setting the basic perturbation lemma of differential homological algebra [3,
17, 22, 53]. As we shall see in this paper, this allows us to extend to the paracyclic category various
of well known constructions and equivalence results in cyclic homology. In particular, at the level
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of cyclic cohomology this will lead us to an explicit transformation to convert pb, Bq-cocycles into
cohomologous periodic cocycles.
In the follow-up paper [51] the generalized perturbation theory of this paper is used extensively
to obtain a constructive version of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem for bi-paracyclic modules (see
also [36]). This allows us to get explicit cup and cap products for parachain complexes associated
with paracyclic modules. In particular, these constructions are expected to have applications in
Hopf cyclic cohomology.
The main results of this paper and of the follow-up paper [51] are important ingredients in the
construction of explicit quasi-isomorphisms that compute the cyclic homology of crossed-product
algebras associated with actions of (discrete) groups [48, 49, 50].
Examples of para-S-modules. A first set of examples of para-S-modules consists of para-S-
modules associated with the parachain complexes of Getzler-Jones [21] (see Section 3). The cyclic
complex pC6‚, b ` Bu´1q of a mixed complex pC‚, b, Bq (see [7, 8, 9, 6, 33]) carries a natural S-
module structure given by the projection u´1 : C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚´2. The para-S-module of a parachain
complex is defined similarly. Thus, although for a parachain complex we don’t get a chain complex
in general, we still get a para-S-module.
Getzler-Jones [21] also observed that any paracyclic module gives rise to a parachain complex
in essentially the same way as a cyclic module gives rise to a mixed complex. This construction
actually makes sense for any H-unital para-precyclic module (see Proposition 5.3). In our termi-
nology, a para-precyclic module is just a paracyclic module without degeneracies (see Section 6
for the precise definition). Following [34, 57] a precyclic module is called H-unital when its bar
complex is contractible. We use a similar notion for para-precyclic modules (see Section 5 for
the precise definition). In any case, with any H-unital para-precyclic module C is associated a
para-S-module C6 as the para-S-module of its parachain complex. In the cyclic case we recover
the total complex of Connes’ pb, Bq-bicomplex of a cyclic module [8, 9].
The cyclic homology of a cyclic module C can be also defined by using the total chain complex
pC66‚ , B ` δq of the CC-bicomplex This chain complex is turned into an S-module by using the
shift u´2 : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚´2. This construction actually makes sense in full generality for precyclic
modules. In particular, this allows us to define the cyclic homology of non-unital algebras. Given
any para-precyclic module C, the C66-construction does not produce a chain complex in general
anymore. However, we observe that it still gives rise to a para-S-module C66 (see Proposition 6.2).
Examples of para-precyclic k-modules include twisted precyclic modules of non-unital k-algebras
(see Section 4). Thus, this construction allows us to associate para-S-modules with these twisted
precyclic modules.
S-homotopy equivalences. Because of the relaxation of the condition d2 “ 0 into (1.1), the
notions of homology and quasi-isomorphisms do not make sense for general para-S-module. How-
ever, notions of chain maps, chain homotopies, and chain homotopy equivalences do make sense
even when d2 ‰ 0. In the setting of para-S-modules it is natural to require some compatibility
with the pS, T q-operators. This leads us to define S-maps and S-homotopies as chain maps and
chain homotopies that are compatible with the pS, T q-operators. Using these notions we define
S-homotopy equivalences and S-deformation retracts of para-S-modules (see Section 2). Further-
more, any S-homotopy equivalence between para-S-modules gives rise to a homotopy equivalence
between the corresponding periodic para-complexes (see Proposition 2.9).
Chain homotopy equivalences are stronger notions of equivalence and enjoy better functorial
properties than quasi-isomorphisms. Therefore, even between S-modules, it is quite significant to
have chain homotopy equivalences.
Quasi-S-modules. It is natural to look at para-S-modules that are equivalent to S-modules.
We single out a sub-class of para-S-modules, called quasi-S-modules, which admit S-deformation
retracts to S-modules (see Section 2 for their precise definition). This leads us to define quasi-
mixed complexes and quasi-precyclic modules as the parachain complexes and para-precyclic mod-
ules whose para-S-modules are quasi-S-modules. In fact, for these notions the sole splitting
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C‚ “ kerp1 ´ T q ‘ pC‚{ ranp1 ´ T qq ensures us to get quasi-S-modules (see Proposition 3.7 and
Proposition 6.6). In particular, we recover the quasi-cyclic modules of [37, 38] (cf. Section 4).
Examples of quasi-(pre)cyclic modules include the r-(pre)cyclic modules of Feigin-Tsygan [19,
Appendix], the twisted (pre)cyclic modules associated with periodic automorphisms and the
twisted group cyclic modules associated with finite order central elements (see Section 4). More
generally, we obtain a quasi-mixed complex or a quasi-(pre)cyclic module as soon the T -operator
solves a polynomial equation QpT q “ 0 with Qp1q “ 1 (see Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 4.14).
Given any quasi-mixed complex C “ pC‚, b, Bq, we observe that a simple modification of the
B-differential allows us to get a mixed complex C “ pC‚, b, B˜q whose S-module is S-homotopy
equivalent to the para-S-module C6 (see Proposition 3.10). Similarly, when C is a quasi-precyclic
module, we can modify the construction of the para-S-module C66 to get an S-module rC66 which is
S-homotopy equivalent to C66 (Proposition 6.9). In fact, this S-module appears of the total chain
complex of a chain bicomplex, which is constructed like the CC-bicomplex only by modifying the
N -operator. In particular, for r-(pre)cyclic modules we recover the bicomplex of Feigin-Tsygan [19,
Appendix].
Perturbation lemmas. An important tool in cyclic homology is Connes’ long exact sequence,
which relates cyclic homology to Hochschild homology [7, 8, 9]. In particular, a map of mixed
complexes (and more generally an S-map) is a quasi-isomorphism at the cyclic and periodic levels
as soon as it is a quasi-isomorphism at the Hochschild level. As observed by Kassel [34], in the
setting of mixed complexes the basic perturbation lemma [3, 17, 22, 53] often allows us to convert
a deformation retract of Hochschild complexes into an S-deformation retract of cyclic complexes.
In particular, a number of well known quasi-isomorphisms in cyclic homology can be reformulated
as S-deformation retracts of S-modules (see [1, 34]).
We seek for extending Kassel’s approach to parachain complexes and para-(pre)cyclic modules.
To this end we generalize the basic perturbation lemma to “para-twin” complexes (Lemma 7.1).
By a para-twin complex we just mean a graded k-module together with a pair of k-linear maps of
degree ´1, which are not assumed to be differentials (see Section 7 for the precise definition).
In this generalized setting the input data include a mere pair of left/right chain homotopy
inverses which need not be chain maps or anti-sided inverses, whereas for the basic perturbation
lemma the input data actually involve a true deformation retract provided by a pair of chain maps.
However, as for the basic perturbation lemma, the chain homotopy equivalences are required to
be “special” (see Section for the precise meaning). Unlike with the basic perturbation lemma this
assumption is essential (cf. Remark 7.6). Nevertheless, under suitable conditions this requirement
can be relaxed (see Lemma 7.7).
Specializing these generalized perturbation lemmas to parachain complexes provides us with
general recipes for converting deformation retracts of Hoschschild chain complexes into S-deformation
retracts of para-S-modules (see Lemma 7.9, Lemma 7.13, Lemma 7.14, and Lemma 7.15). In par-
ticular, this provides us with a substitute for Connes’ long exact sequence in the framework of
parachain complexes.
Comparing C66 and C6. For any H-unital precyclic k-module C, we have three cyclic chain
complexes: the cyclic complex Cλ, the C6-complex of its mixed complex, and the total complex
C66 of the CC-bicomplex . The last two chain complexes are quasi-isomorphic, and, when k Ą Q,
they are both quasi-isomorphic to the Cλ-complex (see [8, 9, 43, 54]). By using suitable versions
of the basic perturbation lemma, Kassel [34] further exhibited a deformation retract of C66 to C6
and, when k Ą Q, he also constructed a deformation retract of C66 to Cλ.
We seek for extending Kassel’s results to the paracyclic setting by using the generalized per-
turbation theory of this paper. We start by showing that, when C is an H-unital para-precyclic
k-module, the para-S-module C6 is an S-deformation retract of C66 (Proposition 8.3). In particu-
lar, as pointed out in [34], the B-operator naturally re-appears from this process. In the precyclic
case, we recover the deformation retract of [34].
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Comparing C66 and Cλ. We also compare the para-S-module C66 to the cyclic complex Cλ
when k Ą Q. The latter actually makes sense for any para-precyclic module. Given any para-
precyclic k-module C (with k Ą Q), we show that Cλ is a deformation retract of C66T , where CT
is the pre-cyclic k-module obtained by mod-outing C by ranp1´ T q (see Proposition 9.5).
A difference with the approach of [34] lies on the use of the generalized perturbation theory of
this paper. This allows us to construct a k-linear map ν66
0
: C‚ Ñ C
66
‚ , which is “almost” a chain
homotopy inverse of the canonical projection pi66
0
: C66‚ Ñ C‚. Namely, this is a chain homotopy
left-inverse, and a right-inverse modulo ranp1 ´ τq, as well as a chain map modulo ranp1 ´ T q
(see Lemma 9.3). It then descends to a chain map sν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C66T,‚, which is a chain homotopy
left-inverse and a right-inverse of the canonical chain map spi66 : C66T,‚ Ñ Cλ‚ . We thus obtain a
deformation retract C66T to C
λ. Incidentally, our approach avoid using the cyclic relation T “ 1,
which is used in [34], but is not available in general in the para-precyclic setting.
When C is quasi-precyclic the map ν66
0
also gives rise to a right-inverse and chain homotopy
left-inverse ν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
66
‚ of the canonical chain map pi
66 : C66‚ Ñ C
λ
‚ , and so get a deformation
retract of C66 to Cλ (see Proposition 9.5).
Comparing C6 and Cλ. When C is a H-unital pre-paracyclic k-module with k Ą Q, we can
combine the previous comparison results to compare the para-S-module C6 to the cyclic complex
Cλ. More precisely, we obtain a k-linear map ν6
0
: C‚ Ñ C
6
‚ which, in the same way as the map
ν
66
0
above, is an almost chain homotopy inverse of the canonical projection pi6
0
: C6‚ Ñ C‚ (see
Lemma 10.1). It then descends to a chain map sν6 : Cλ Ñ C6T,‚, which a right-inverse and chain
homotopy left-inverse of the canonical map spi6 : C6T,‚ Ñ Cλ. This provides us with a deformation
retract of C6T to C
λ (Proposition 10.2).
When C is quasi-cyclic the map ν6
0
also gives rise to a right-inverse and chain homotopy left-
inverse ν6 : Cλ Ñ C6‚ of the canonical chain map pi
6 : C6‚ Ñ C
λ
‚ , and so this gives a deformation
retract of C6 to Cλ (Proposition 10.4).
Periodicity operator. When C is a precyclic k-module with k Ą Q, Kassel [34] used the defor-
mation retract of C66 to Cλ to get an alternative description of periodicity operator of Connes [7, 9]
in cyclic homology. We seek for extending Kassel’s approach to the pre-paracyclic setting. One
feature of Kassel’s approach is the use of a nilpotent chain homotopy. Such a chain homotopy need
not be available in the paracyclic setting (see Remark 7.6 on this point). This issue is bypassed
by using the almost chain homotopy inverse ν66
0
described above. Namely, let S0 : C‚ Ñ C‚´2 be
the k-linear map defined by
S0pxq “ pi
66
0
`
u´2ν
66
0
pxq
˘
, x P C‚.
Then S0 descends to a chain map S : C
λ
‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´2 that turns the cyclic complex C
λ into an
S-module and with respect to which the chain homotopy inverse sν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C66T,‚ is an S-map and
the canonical chain map pi66 : C66‚ Ñ Cλ‚ is an S-map up to chain homotopy (Proposition 11.2).
There is a unique such map (loc. cit.). When C is quasi-precyclic it can be also shown that the
chain homotopy inverse ν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
66
‚ is an S-map (loc. cit.).
We also compute the S-operator and shows it actually agrees with Connes’ periodicity operator
in the precyclic case (Proposition 11.8). This equality occurs at the level of chains, rather than
at the homology level (compare [42, 34]). In addition, we obtain a new, and somewhat concise,
formula for the S-operator (loc. cit.).
When C is H-unital, it can be shown that the S-operator is induced on Cλ‚ by the operator
x Ñ pi6
0
pu´1ν6
0
pxqq (Proposition 11.5). The chain homotopy inverse sν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C6T,‚ is an S-map
and the canonical chain map pi6 : C6‚ Ñ Cλ‚ is an S-map up to chain homotopy (loc. cit.). When
C is quasi-precyclic (and H-unital) the chain homotopy inverse ν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
6
‚ is an S-map as well
(loc. cit.).
The description of the periodicity operator for H-unital precyclic modules above has some
interesting implications in periodic cyclic homology. First, Connes [9] proved a formula that
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relates explicitly the periodicity operator to the pb, Bq-differentials in cyclic cohomology. By using
the description the S-operator in terms of the map ν6
0
allows us to a new proof of a dual version
of Connes’ formula (see Proposition 11.9).
Second, any S-map between S-modules that is a quasi-isomorphism gives rise to a quasi-
isomorphism in periodic cyclic homology (see Section 2). Thus, the very fact that the quasi-
isomorphism sν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C6T,‚ is an S-map ensures us it extends to a quasi-isomorphism sν7 :
C
λ,7
‚ Ñ C
7
T,‚, where C
7
T is the periodic complex of the H-unital precyclic module CT and C
λ,7
‚ is
the inverse limit of the modules Cλ‚ under the periodicity operator (see Proposition 11.10).
Applications in cyclic cohomology. By duality, the above results have interesting counterparts
in cyclic cohomology and periodic cyclic cohomology. First, we obtain an explicit way to convert
a pb, Bq-cocycle into a cohomologous cyclic cocycle (see Proposition 12.1 and Corollary 12.3).
Second, we exhibit an explicit quasi-isomorphism that realizes Connes’ isomorphism between
periodic cyclic cohomology and the direct limit of cyclic cohomology under the periodicity operator
(Proposition 12.4). More precisely, this quasi-isomorphism allows us to invert the natural map in
cohomology provided by the inclusion of cyclic cochain complex into the periodic cyclic cochain
complex. This might have some applications to the representation of the Connes-Chern character
by pb.Bq-cocycles (cf. Remark 12.5).
Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the main definitions regarding para-S-modules, quasi-S-modules, and S-homotopy equiv-
alences, as well as some of their properties. In Section 3, we present the construction of the
S-module of a parachain complex by following [21] and show that we obtain a quasi-S-module in
the case of a quasi-mixed complex. In Section 4, after recalling basic facts on paracyclic modules,
we introduce para-precyclic modules and quasi-precyclic modules. In Section 5, by elaborating
on the considerations of [21, 34] we explain how to associate a parachain complex with any H-
unital para-precyclic module. In Section 6, we construct the para-S-module C66 of an arbitrary
para-precyclic module C and show that we obtain a quasi-S-module when C is quasi-precyclic. In
Section 7, we establish some generalizations of the basic perturbation lemma to para-twin com-
plexes and parachain complexes. In Section 8, we show that when C is an H-unital para-precyclic
module, the para-S-module C6 is an S-deformation retract of C66. In Section 9, we show that,
when C is a para-precyclic module and the ground ring contains Q, we compare the para-S-module
C66 to the cyclic complex Cλ. In Section 10, we show that, when C is an H-unital para-precyclic
module and the ground ring contains Q, we also can compare the para-S-module C6 to Cλ. In
Section 11, we use these comparison results to describe Connes’ periodicity operator and gives
some applications in periodic cyclic homology. Finally, in Section 12 we describe the counterparts
of these results in cyclic cohomology and periodic cyclic cohomology.
Notation. Throughout this paper we denote by k a ring with unit which is not assumed to be
commutative. Unless otherwise mentioned in the last section, by a k-module we shall mean a left
k-module.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Alain Connes, Ulrich Kra¨hmer, Henri Moscovici,
Bahram Rangipour, and Christian Voigt for discussions related to the subject matter of this paper.
He also thanks McGill University, University of New South Wales and University of Que´bec at
Montre´al for their hospitality during the preparation of this paper.
2. Para-S-Modules
In this section, we introduce para-S-modules as the natural “para” version of the S-modules of
Jones-Kassel [32, 34]. We shall also look at chain homotopy equivalences and deformation retracts
between para-S-modules. This will provide us with a natural notion of equivalence between para-
S-modules.
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2.1. S-modules. In the terminology of Jones-Kassel [32, 34] an S-module is given by chain com-
plex of k-modules pC‚, dq and a chain map S : C‚ Ñ C‚´2. This notion has its roots in the seminal
note of Connes [8] and it naturally comes into play in bivariant cyclic homology [8, 15, 32, 34, 47].
Incidentally, it encapsulates various approaches to cyclic homology. In particular, examples of
S-modules include the following:
‚ The cyclic complex of a (pre-)cyclic module of Connes [7, 8, 9] (see also Section 9).
‚ The total complex of the pb, Bq-bicomplex of Connes [7, 8, 9], and more generally the
cyclic complex of a mixed complex in the sense of Burghelea [6] and Kassel [33] (see also
Section 3).
‚ The total complex of the CC-bicomplex with the operators pb,´b1, 1´ τ,Nq of Connes [8,
Section 4] and Tsygan [54, Proposition 1] (see also Section 6).
We will describe generalizations for these examples in subsequent sections. Following is a further
example of an S-module.
Example 2.1. Given a group Γ, let us denote by kΓ its group ring over k. We let CpΓq “ pC‚pΓq, Bq
be its standard complex of kΓ-modules, where CmpΓq “ kΓ
m`1 and the boundary B : C‚pΓq Ñ
C‚`1pΓq is given by
(2.1) Bpγ0, . . . , γmq “
ÿ
0ďjďm
p´1qjpγ0, . . . , pγj , . . . , γmq, γj P Γ,
where p¨ denotes omission. Let u be a group 2-cocycle, i.e., a Γ-equivariant map u : C2pΓq Ñ k
such that u ˝ B “ 0. The cap product u " ´ : C‚pΓq Ñ C‚´2pΓq is given by
u " pγ0, . . . , γmq “ upγ0, γ1, γ2qpγ2, . . . , γmq, γj P Γ.
This is a chain map, and so pC‚pΓq, B, u " ´q is an S-module. This kind of S-module naturally
appears in the description of the cyclic homology of the group ring kΓ (see [5, 31, 45]).
Any S-module C “ pC‚, d, Sq gives rise to a chain complex pC
7
‚, dq, where C
7
m “ limÐÝS
Cm`2q,
m ě 0, and limÐÝS is the limit of the inverse system defined by the operators S : Cm`2q`2 Ñ Cm`2q,
q ě 0. Namely,
(2.2) C7m “ tpxm`2qqqě0; Sxm`2q`2 “ xm`2q @q ě 0u .
Moreover, as S is a chain map, the differential d is compatible with the S-operator, and so it gives
rise to a k-linear differential d : C7‚ Ñ C
7
‚´1.
We have an identification C7m » C
7
m`2 given by the shift pxm, xm`2, . . .q Ñ pxm`2, xm`4, . . .q
and its inverse pxm`2, . . .q Ñ pSxm`2, xm`2, . . .q. Thus, if we set m “ 2p` i with i P t0, 1u, then
we have a natural identification C7m » C
7
i . Under this identification the chain complex pC
7
‚, dq is
2-periodic and is naturally identified with the Z2-graded chain complex C
7 :“ pC7
0
‘C7
1
, dq, where
d is regarded as an odd k-linear operator on C7
0
‘C7
1
, i.e., it maps C7
0
(resp., C7
1
) to C7
1
(resp., C7
0
).
(This uses the identification C7
2
» C7
0
described above.)
We call the Z2-graded complex C
7 the periodic chain complex of the S-module C. If we denote
by H‚pCq (resp., H‚pC
7q) the homology of C (resp., C7), then the operator S induces a k-linear
map S : H‚pCq Ñ H‚´2pCq, and we have an exact sequence,
(2.3) 0 ÝÑ limÐÝ
1
S
H‚pCq ÝÑ H‚pC
7q ÝÑ limÐÝSH‚pCq ÝÑ 0,
where limÐÝ
1 is the first derived functor of the inverse limit functor limÐÝ (see, e.g., [42, 56]).
In the terminology of Kassel [33, 34], given S-modules C “ pC‚, d, Sq and sC “ p sC‚, d, Sq,
an S-map is any chain map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ that is compatible with the S-operators. Any S-map
f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ gives rise to a chain map f 7 : C7‚ Ñ sC7‚ between the corresponding periodic complexes.
More generally, any S-compatible k-linear map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚`d of degree d, d P Z, gives rise to
k-linear map between the periodic complexes which is even or odd according to the parity of d.
By using the functoriality of the exact sequence (2.3) and the 5-lemma we obtain the following
result.
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Proposition 2.2. Let f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ be an S-map and a quasi-isomorphism. Then the chain map
f 7 : C7‚ Ñ sC7‚ is a quasi-isomorphism as well.
2.2. Para S-modules. The paracyclic category of Feigin-Tsygan [19] and Getzler-Jones [21] (see
also [16, 18]) appears in various computations of cyclic homology groups, including the cyclic
homology of group rings and crossed-product algebras associated with group actions on k-algebras
(see, e.g., [5, 13, 20, 21, 44, 48]). Getzler-Jones also introduced parachain complexes as the
“para” version of mixed complexes (see also [16]). In this paper, we shall use the following “para”
generalization of S-modules.
Definition 2.3. A para-S-module is given by a system pC‚, d, S, T q, where Cm, m ě 0, are k-
modules, d : C‚ Ñ C‚´1 and S : C‚ Ñ C‚´2 are k-linear maps, and T : C‚ Ñ C‚ is a k-linear
isomorphism in such a way that
(2.4) d2 “ Sp1´ T q and rd, Ss “ rd, T s “ rS, T s “ 0.
Remark 2.4. When T “ 1 we recover the definition of an S-module. In particular, any S-module
is a para-S-module.
Remark 2.5. As we shall see later, para-S-modules provides us with a natural setting for the
following constructions:
‚ A version for parachain complexes of the cyclic complex of a mixed complex. This con-
struction goes back to Getzler-Jones [21] (see Section 3).
‚ A version for para-precyclic k-modules of (the total complex of) the CC-bicomplex (see Sec-
tion 6).
As we shall see, although these constructions do not provide us with chain complexes, they do
give rise to para-S-modules.
Given para-S-modules C “ pC‚, d, S, T q and sC “ p sC‚, d, S, T q, we shall say that a k-linear map
f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ is a chain map when it is compatible with the d-operators. We shall say that this
is a para-S-module map, or simply an S-map, when it is further compatible with the operators
pS, T q. When T “ 1 we recover the usual notion of an S-map between S-modules ([32, 33]).
As pC‚, dq and p sC‚, dq need not be chain complexes, we cannot speak about quasi-isomorphisms
between them. However, notions of chain homotopy equivalences and deformation retracts do
make sense in the same way as with usual chain complexes. More precisely, we shall say that two
chain maps f2 : C‚ Ñ sC‚ and f2 : C‚ Ñ sC‚ are chain homotopic when there is a k-linear map
ϕ : C‚ Ñ sC‚`1 such that
(2.5) f1 ´ f2 “ dϕ` ϕd.
Given chain maps f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ and g : sC‚ Ñ C‚, we then say that g is a homotopy inverse of f
when gf and fg are chain homotopy equivalent to the identity maps of C‚ and sC‚. We similarly
define notions of chain homotopy left-inverse and right-inverse.
Definition 2.6. A chain homotopy equivalence between C and sC is given by chain maps f :
C‚ Ñ sC‚ and g : sC‚ Ñ C‚ that are chain homotopy inverses of each other. We have a deformation
retract of C to sC when we can choose f and g so that fg “ 1.
In what follows we will be interested in chain homotopies that are compatible with the pS, T q-
operators. We shall say that S-maps f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ and f 1 : C‚ Ñ sC‚ are S-homotopic when
they are chain homotopic and the homotopy (2.5) can be realized by means of a chain homotopy
ϕ : C‚ Ñ sC‚`1 that is compatible with the pS, T q-operators. This allows us to give sense to
notions of S-homotopy inverses of S-maps.
Definition 2.7. An S-homotopy equivalence between C and sC is given by chain maps f : C‚ Ñ sC‚
and g : sC‚ Ñ C‚ that are S-homotopy inverses of each other. We have an S-deformation retract
of C to sC when we can choose f and g so that fg “ 1.
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2.3. The Periodic para-complex of a para-S-module. Let C “ pC‚, d, S, T q be a para-S-
module. In the same way as with S-modules, the operator S allows us to form a system pC7
0
‘C7
1
, dq,
where the Z2-graded k-module C
7
0
‘C7
1
is defined as in (2.2) and the k-linear map d : C7‚ Ñ C
7
‚´1
is induced from the “para-differential” d : C‚ Ñ C‚´1. The compatibility of T with S also implies
that it gives rise to an invertible (even) k-linear map T : C7‚ Ñ C
7
‚. Moreover, given any sequence
px0, x2, . . .q P C
7
0
, we have
d2px0, x2, . . .q “ dpdx2, dx4, . . .q “ pd
2x2, d
2x4, . . .q.
As d2x2q`2 “ p1´T qSx2q`2 “ p1´T qx2q, we see that d
2 “ p1´T q on C7
0
. Likewise, d2 “ p1´T q
on C7
1
. As T : C7‚ Ñ C
7
‚ is invertible, this shows that the triple pC
7
‚, d, T q is a para-complex in the
sense of Voigt [55].
Definition 2.8. The para-complex C7 :“ pC7‚, d, T q is called the periodic para-complex of the
para-S-module C.
Given para-S-modules C “ pC‚, d, S, T q and sC “ p sC‚, d, S, T q, any S-map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ gives
rise to a T -compatible chain map f 7 : C7‚ Ñ sC7‚. More generally, any k-linear map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚`d,
d P Z, which is compatible with the operators S and T gives to a T -compatible k-linear map f 7
between periodic chains. We get an even or odd map according to the parity of d.
In what follows we shall call T -homotopy any chain homotopy between para-complexes that is
realized by means of T -compatible k-linear maps. Any S-homotopy between C and sC gives rise a T -
homotopy between C7‚ and sC7‚. Therefore, any S-homotopy equivalence between paras-S-modules
gives rise to a T -homotopy equivalence between the corresponding periodic para-complexes. More
precisely, we have the following result.
Proposition 2.9. Let f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ and g : sC Ñ C‚ be S-maps such that
fg “ 1` dψ ` ψd, gf “ 1` dϕ` ϕd,
where ϕ : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 and ψ : sC‚ Ñ sC‚`1 are T -compatible k-linear maps. Then, we have
f 7g7 “ 1` dψ7 ` ψ7d, g7f 7 “ 1` dϕ7 ` ϕ7d.
In particular, this gives a T -homopotopy equivalence between C7 and sC7. We get a deformation
retract when fg “ 1.
Remark 2.10. By Proposition 2.2, when C and sC are both S-modules, any quasi-isomorphism
provided by an S-map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ gives rise to quasi-isomorphism f 7 : C7‚ Ñ sC7‚. Proposition 2.9
provides us with some substitute for this result in the framework of para-S-modules.
2.4. Property (DR) and quasi-S-modules. Given any para-S-module C “ pC‚, d, S, T q we
set
(2.6) CT‚ “ kerp1´ T q, R
T
‚ “ ranp1´ T q, CT,‚ “ C‚{R
T
‚ .
The compatibility of T with the operators d and S implies that these operators induce operators
on CT‚ and R
T
‚ , so that we obtain para-S-modules C
T :“ pCT‚ , d, S, T q and R
T :“ pRT‚ , d, S, T q.
In fact, as T “ 1 on CT‚ , we see that C
T is actually an S-module.
The compatibility of T with the operators d and S also implies that these operators descend to
operators on CT,‚. As T “ 1 on CT,‚ we obtain another S-module CT :“ pCT,‚, d, Sq. Note that
the canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ is an S-map.
We further observe that, given para-S-modules C “ pC‚, d, S, T q and sC “ p sC‚, d, S, T q, any
S-map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ induces an S-map f : CT‚ Ñ sCT‚ and it descends to a unique S-map
f : CT,‚ Ñ sCT,‚. More generally, any S-homotopy equivalence between C and sC gives rise to
S-homotopy equivalences between the S-modules CT and sCT and between CT and sCT .
We are especially interested in para-S-modules with the following property.
Definition 2.11. A para-S-module C has property (DR) when the canonical projection piT :
C‚ Ñ CT,‚ gives rise to an S-deformation retract (i.e., it has a right-inverse which an S-homotopy
left-inverse).
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In what follows, given any x P C‚, it will be convenient to set sx “ piT pxq. We shall also say
that a para-S-module is S-contractible when the identity map is S-homotopic to 0.
We have the following characterization of property (DR).
Proposition 2.12. Let C “ pC‚, d, S, T q be a para-S-module. Then C has property (DR) if and
only the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) The para-S-module RT is S-contractible.
(ii) There is a sub-S-module C 1 Ă CT such that C‚ “ C
1
‚ ‘R
T
‚ .
Proof. Suppose that C has property (DR). This means there are a chain map ι : CT,‚ Ñ C‚ and
an pS, T q-compatible k-linear map h : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 such that piT ι “ 1 and ιpiT “ 1` dh` hd. The
pS, T q-compatibility of h implies that it induces an pS, T q-compatible k-linear map h : RT‚ Ñ R
T
‚`1.
Moreover, the equality 1 ` dh ` dh “ ιpiT implies that 1 ` dh ` dh “ 0 on R
T
‚ “ kerpiT . Thus,
the identity map on RT‚ is S-homotopic to 0, i.e., R
T is S-contractible.
Set pi “ ιpiT and C
1
‚ “ ranpi. The T -compatibility of ι means that T ι “ ι, and so Tpi “ pi. This
means that C 1‚ “ ranpi is contained in C
T
‚ . In addition, the operators d and S acts on C
1
‚. Thus,
we get a sub-S-module C 1 “ pC 1‚, d, S, T q of C
T . As piT ι “ 1, we have pi
2 “ ιppiιqpiT “ pi, and so pi
is a projection. This implies that C‚ “ C
1
‚‘ kerpi. As pi “ ιpiT it is immediate that kerpi contains
kerpiT . Moreover, as piTpi “ ppiT ιpiqpiT “ piT , we also see that kerpi Ă kerpiT . Thus, kerpi agrees
with kerpiT “ R
T
‚ , and hence C‚ “ C
1
‚ ‘R
T
‚ .
Conversely, suppose that the condition (i) and (ii) are satisfied. The latter condition means
there is a a sub-S-module C 1 Ă CT such that C‚ “ C
1
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ . Let pi
1 : C‚ Ñ C‚ be the projection
onto C 1‚ associated with this projection. This is an S-map, since C‚ “ C
1
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ is a splitting
of para-S-modules. This splitting also implies that the canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚
induces a k-module isomorphism pi1T : C
1
‚ Ñ CT,‚. This is an S-map, and so we get an S-module
isomorphism from C 1 onto CT . Under this isomorphism the inclusion of C
1
‚ to C‚ corresponds to
the S-map ι1T : CT,‚ Ñ C‚ given by
ι1T psxq “ ι1T `pi1pxq˘ “ pi1pxq, x P C‚.
This means that ι1TpiT “ pi
1. This gives piT ι
1
TpiT “ piTpi
1 “ piT , and hence piT ι
1
T “ 1 on CT,‚.
By assumption RT is S-contractible, and so there is an pS, T q-compatible k-linear map β :
RT‚ Ñ R
T
‚`1 such that 1 “ dβ ` βd. Let h : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 be the k-linear map defined by
(2.7) hpxq “ ´β
`
x´ pi1pxq
˘
, x P C‚.
This map is compatible with the operators S and T . Moreover, as pi1 is an S-map, given any
x P C‚, we see that dhpxq ` hpdxq is equal to
´dβ
`
x´ pi1pxq
˘
´ β
`
dx´ pi1pdxq
˘
“ ´pdβ ` βdq
`
x´ pi1pxq
˘
“ ´
`
x´ pi1pxq
˘
.
It then follows that 1 ` dh ` hd “ pi1 “ ι1TpiT . Together with the equality piT ι
1
T “ 1 above this
shows that we have an S-deformation retract of C to CT . The proof is complete. 
Remark 2.13. As we can see from (2.7), the range of h is contained in RT‚ “ kerpiT and its kernel
contains on C 1‚ “ ran ι
1
T . It then follows that piTh “ 0 and hι
1
T “ 0.
Proposition 2.12 is the main impetus for introducing the following class of para-S-modules.
Definition 2.14. A quasi-S-module is a para-S-module C “ pCT‚ , d, Sq such that R
T is S-
contractible and we have the k-module splitting,
(2.8) C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ .
Remark 2.15. As we shall see, in many instances the S-contractibility of RT is ensured by the sole
splitting (2.8).
When it occurs the splitting (2.8) is a splitting of para-S-modules. In such a case we shall let
piT : C‚ Ñ C‚ be the projection on CT associated with this splitting, and, given any x P C‚, we
set xT “ piT pxq.
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Lemma 2.16. Suppose there is a polynomial QpXq P krXs such that QpT qpT ´ 1q “ 0 and
Qp1q “ 1. Then C is a quasi-S-module and we have piT “ QpT q.
Proof. The assumption that QpT qp1´ T q “ p1´ T qQpT q “ 0 ensures us that RT‚ Ă kerQpT q and
ranQpT q Ă CT‚ . The fact that QpT qT “ QpT q implies that QpT qT
j “ QpT q for all j ě 0, and
so QpT qP pT q “ QpT qP pT q “ P p1qQpT q for every polynomial P pXq P krXs. In particular, taking
P pXq “ QpXq gives QpT q2 “ Qp1qQpT q “ QpT q. Thus, QpT q is an idempotent, and so we have
the direct sum of k-modules,
C‚ “ ranQpT q ‘ kerQpT q.
To complete the proof we just need to show that kerQpT q Ă RT‚ and C
T
‚ Ă ranQpT q. As
Qp1q “ 1 there is Q˜pXq P krXs such that QpXq´1 “ pX´1qQ˜pXq. If x P kerQpT q, then we have
x “ p1´QpT qqx “ p1´T qQ˜pT qx P ranp1´T q. Thus, kerQpT q Ă RT‚ . In addition, if x P C
T
‚ , then
QpT qx´ x “ Q˜pT qpT ´ 1qx “ 0, and so x “ QpT qx P ranQpT q. This shows that CT‚ Ă ranQpT q.
The proof is complete. 
Example 2.17. Suppose that T r “ 1 with r ě 1 such that r´1 P k (this happens for instance when
k Ą Q). Then Lemma 2.16 holds with QpXq “ r´1p1`X ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xr´1q. In this case, we have
xT “
1
r
px` Tx` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T r´1xq @x P C‚.
Let C “ pC‚, d, S, T q be a quasi-S-module. As the conditions (i)–(ii) of Proposition 2.12 are
satisfied we know that C has property (DR). Moreover, the proof of Proposition 2.12 above provides
us with an explicit S-deformation retract of C to CT and CT by using taking the projection pi
1 to
be piT . More precisely, let ιT : CT,‚ Ñ C‚ be the k-linear map given by
(2.9) ιT psxq “ xT , x P C‚.
We also let β : RT‚ Ñ R
T
‚`1 be an pS, T q-compatible contracting homotopy, i.e., 1 “ dβ ` βd on
RT‚ . We define the k-linear map h : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 defined by
(2.10) hpxq “ ´β
`
x´ xT
˘
, x P C‚.
Proposition 2.9 and the second part of the proof of Proposition 2.12 then give the following result.
Proposition 2.18. Suppose that pC‚, d, S, T q is a quasi-S-module.
(1) The canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ induces an S-module isomorphism from C
T onto
CT .
(2) The map ιT : CT,‚ Ñ C‚ is an S-map such that
(2.11) piT ιT “ 1, pi
T “ ιTpiT “ 1` dh` hd.
This provides us with S-deformation retracts of C to CT and C
T and T -deformation
retracts of C7 to C7T and C
T,7.
Remark 2.19. The S-deformation retract of C6 to CT,6 is simply given by the inclusion ιT : CT‚ ãÑ
C‚ and the projection x Ñ x
T seen as an S-map p˜iT : C‚ Ñ C
T
‚ . There are the S-maps ιT and
piT under the isomorphism C
T
‚ » CT,‚. In fact, it is immediate that p˜i
T ιT “ 1 on CT‚ and by
using (2.11) we get ιT p˜iT “ piT “ 1` dh` hd.
Remark 2.20. As in Remark 2.13 the chain homotopy h is such that piTh “ 0 and ιTh “ 0.
3. The Para-S-Module of a Parachain Complex
In this section, we review the construction of the para-S-module of a parachain complex due to
Getzler-Jones [21]. Although, Getzler-Jones didn’t not consider para-S-modules in their article,
their construction actually yields a para-S-module. We shall also introduce quasi-mixed complexes
as the parachain complexes that give rise to quasi-S-modules.
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3.1. The Para-S-module C6. Let C “ pC‚, b, Bq be a parachain complex of k-modules in the
sense of Getzler-Jones [21] (see also [16]). Recall this means that pC‚, bq is a chain complex
of k-modules and we have an extra degree 1 differential B : C‚ Ñ C‚`1, B
2 “ 0, such that
T :“ 1 ´ pbB ` Bbq is a k-linear isomorphism. When T “ 1 we recover the definition of a mixed
complex [6, 33]. Even when T ‰ 1, the map T commutes with the differentials pb, Bq, and so this
is an automorphism of the parachain complex C.
A number of parachain complexes arise from paracylic modules, and more generally H-unital
para-precyclic modules (cf. Section 5). An example of a different kind of parachain complex is
the parachain complex of equivariant noncommutative differential forms of a (non-unital) locally
convex algebra acted on by a locally compact group (see Voigt [55]).
As it follows from [21] the datum of a parachain complex C “ pC‚, b, Bq allows us to construct
a para-S-module as follows.
Throughout this paper we let u be an indeterminate variable and denote by krus the polynomial
algebra over k that it generates. We shall regard the tensor product krus b C‚ as a krus-module.
Given any m, p ě 0 and x P Cm, we denote by xu
p the tensor product up b x. We then have
Cm b krus “
à
pě0
Cmu
p “ Cm ‘ Cmu‘ Cmu
2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where we have set Cmu
p “ txup;x P Cmu. In addition, we let u
´1 : C‚ b krus Ñ C‚ b krus be the
k-linear map defined by
u´1pxu0q “ 0, u´1pxupq “ xup´1, p ě 1.
We also denote by u´j , j ě 2, the operator pu´1qj . Note that keru´j “ C‚u
0 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ C‚u
j´1.
The para-S-module associated with pC‚, b, Bq is C
6 :“ pC6‚, b ` Bu´1, u´1, T q, where the k-
module of m-chains C6m, m ě 0, is defined by
(3.1) C6m “
à
2p`q“m
Cqu
p “ Cmu
0 ‘ Cm´2u‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Here u´1 maps C6m to Cm´2 ‘ Cm´4u‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ C
6
m´2. Moreover, we have
pb`Bu´1q2 “ pbB `Bbqu´1 “ p1´ T qu´1.
In particular, when C is a mixed complex, i.e., T “ 1, we recover the usual cyclic complex of a
mixed complex [6, 7, 8, 9, 33].
As the S-operator u´1 simply shifts pxm, xm´2, . . .q to pxm´2, xm´4, . . .q, the inverse limit (2.2)
is naturally identified with the direct product,
(3.2) C7i “
ź
qě0
C2q`i, i “ 0, 1.
Namely, the identification between limÐÝu´1 C
7
i`2q and
ś
qě0 C2q`i is given by pxi`2qq Ñ ppi
6
0
pxi`2qqq,
where pi6
0
: C6‚ Ñ C‚ is the projection onto the zeroth degree summand C‚u
0 “ C‚. Under this
identification, the differential of C7 is just b`B. Note that pb`Bq2 “ bB `Bb “ 1´ T .
Definition 3.1. The para-complex C7 :“ pC7‚, b`B, T q is called the periodic para-complex of the
parachain complex C.
Given parachain complexes pC‚, b, Bq and p sC‚, b, Bq, an S-map f : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ is a chain map of
the form,
f “ f p0q ` f p1qu´1 ` f p2qu´2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where the sum is finite and the k-linear maps f pjq : C‚ Ñ sC‚`2j , j ě 0, are compatible with the
T -operator. The chain map condition means that
(3.3) bf p0q “ f p0qb, bf pjq `Bf pj´1q “ f pjqb` f pj´1qB, j ě 1.
For instance, any map of parachain complexes f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ is an S-map with f p0q “ f and f pjq “ 0
for j ě 1. When T “ 1 we recover the usual notion of S-map between cyclic complexes of mixed
complexes in the sense of [33].
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Note also that (3.3) implies that f p0q is an ordinary chain map from pC‚, bq to p sC‚, bq. In
addition, the corresponding chain map f 7 : C7‚ Ñ sC7‚ is given by
f 7 ppx2q`iqqě0q “
`
f p0qpx2q`iq ` f
p1qpx2q´2`iq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f
pqqpxiq
˘
qě0
.
3.2. Quasi-mixed complexes. We shall now look at parachain complexes C for which the para-
S-modules C6 are quasi-S-modules. Let C “ pC‚, b, Bq be a parachain complex of k-modules. As
in (2.6) we form the k-modules CT‚ “ kerp1 ´ T q, R
T
‚ “ ranp1 ´ T q and CT,‚ “ C‚{R
T
‚ . As the
differentials b and B commute with the operator T “ 1´pbB`bBq, they induce differentials on CT‚
and RT‚ and descend to differentials on CT,‚. We thus get parachain complexes C
T :“ pCT‚ , b, Bq,
RT :“ pRT‚ , b, Bq, and CT :“ pCT,‚, b, Bq. Furthermore, as bB ` bB “ 1´ T “ 0 on C
T
‚ and CT,‚,
we see that CT and CT are actually mixed complexes.
Definition 3.2. A parachain complex C “ pC‚, b, Bq such that C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ is called a quasi-
mixed complex.
By using Lemma 2.16 we obtain the following criterion.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose there is QpXq P krXs such that QpT qpT ´ 1q “ 0 and Qp1q “ 1. Then C
is a quasi-mixed complex.
Example 3.4. In the same way as in Example 2.17, if T r “ 1 for some r ě 1 such that r´1 P k,
then the assumption of Lemma 3.3 is satisfied with QpXq “ r´1p1`X ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xr´1q. Therefore,
in this case C is a quasi-mixed complex. Examples of such quasi-mixed complexes are provided
by the parachain complexes associated with r-cyclic modules (see Example 4.7 below).
Assume that C is a quasi-mixed complex. We note that the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ is actually
a splitting of parachain complexes, and so we get a splitting of para-S-modules,
(3.4) C6‚ “ C
T,6
‚ ‘R
T,6
‚ .
We also observe that the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ implies that 1 ´ T induces on R
T
‚ a k-linear
map which is both one-to-one and onto, and so we get a k-linear isomorphism of RT‚ . As it is
compatible with the differentiels pb, Bq we get a parachain complex automorphism. We then let
β : RT‚ Ñ R
T
‚`1 be the k-module defined by
β “ p1´ T q´1B “ Bp1 ´ T q´1.
Lemma 3.5. On RT‚ we have
bβ ` βb “ 1, Bβ “ βB “ 0.
Proof. It is immediate that Bβ “ B2p1´ T q´1 “ 0, and likewise βB “ 0. Moreover, the equality
bB ` bB “ 1´ T implies that on RT we have
bβ ` βb “ pbB `Bbqp1´ T q´1 “ p1´ T qp1´ T q´1 “ 1.
The proof is complete. 
Remark 3.6. The fact that β is a contracting homotopy was observed by Hadfield-Kra¨hmer [29,
Proposition 2.1] in the case of the parachain complex of a twisted cyclic module.
The above lemma implies that on RT,6‚ we have
pb `Bu´1qβ ` βpb`Bu´1q “ bβ ` βb “ 1.
The contracting homotopy β : RT,6‚ Ñ R
T,6
‚`1 is compatible with the operators S and T . Thus,
this is an S-homotopy, and so the para-S-module RT is S-contractible. Combining this with the
splitting (3.4) we then arrive at the following result.
Proposition 3.7. If C is a quasi-mixed complex, then C6 is a quasi-S-module.
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Proposition 3.7 allows us to apply Proposition 2.18. More precisely, let piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ be the
canonical projection of C‚ onto CT,‚ and pi
T : C‚ Ñ C‚ the projection on C
T
‚ associated with
the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ . They are both maps of parachain complexes. As above, given any
x P C‚, we set sx “ piT pxq and xT “ piT pxq. The projection piT induces an isomorphism of mixed
complexes from CT onto CT . Under this isomorphism the inclusion of C
T into C‚ corresponds to
the parachain complex embedding ιT : CT,‚ Ñ C‚ given by
ιT psxq “ xT , x P C‚.
In addition, we let h : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 be the k-linear map defined by
(3.5) hpxq “ ´Bp1´ T q´1
`
x´ xT
˘
, x P C‚.
This is a T -compatible map. It gives the chain homotopy (2.10) on C6‚ associated with the
contracting homotopy β “ ´Bp1´ T q´1 of RT,6. Therefore, by using Proposition 2.18 we obtain
the following result.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose that C is a quasi-mixed complex.
(1) The canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ induces a mixed complex isomorphism from C
T
onto CT .
(2) The map ιT : C‚ Ñ C‚ given by (2.9) is a parachain complex embedding.
(3) We have
piT ιT “ 1, ιTpiT “ pi
T “ 1`
`
b`Bu´1
˘
h` h
`
b`Bu´1
˘
.
This provides us with S-deformation retracts of C6 to C6T and C
T,6 and T -deformation
retracts of C7 to C7T and C
T,7.
Remark 3.9. In the same way as in Remark 2.13, we have piTh “ 0 and hιT “ 0. Moreover, for
all x P C‚, we have
h2pxq “ Bp1 ´ T q´1Bp1 ´ T q´1px´ xT q “ p1´ T q´1B2p1´ T q´1px´ xT q “ 0.
That is, h2 “ 0. Therefore, we see that the chain homotopy h is special in the sense of (7.11).
Finally, when C is a quasi-mixed complex we also can modify the B-operator to get an actual
mixed complex whose cyclic S-module is S-homotopy equivalent to C6. Namely, we have the
following result.
Proposition 3.10. Suppose that C “ pC‚, b, Bq is a quasi-mixed complex and set B˜ “ pi
TB.
(1) C˜ :“ pC‚, b, B˜q is a mixed complex.
(2) The projection piT : C‚ Ñ C‚ gives rise to an S-homotopy equivalence between C
6 and C˜6
and a T -homotopy equivalence between their periodic para-complexes.
Proof. As the projection piT is a parachain complex map we have B˜2 “ piTB2 “ 0. As the range
of piT is CT‚ “ kerp1´ T q we also have bB˜ ` B˜b “ pbB ` Bbqpi
T “ p1 ´ T qpiT “ 0. We thus get a
mixed complex C˜ :“ pC‚, b, B˜q. Moreover, as rb, piT s “ 0 and pi
T B˜ “ B˜piT “ piTB “ BpiT , we see
that piT : C‚ Ñ C‚ is a parachain complex map from C (resp., C˜) to C˜ (resp., C).
By Proposition 3.8 we have ppiT q2 “ piT “ 1 ` pb ` Bu´1qh ` hpb ` Bu´1q. In fact, it follows
from Lemma 3.5 and the definition of h that Bh “ hB “ 0. Thus, B˜h “ piTBh “ 0 and
hB˜ “ hBpiT “ 0, and so we also have ppiT q2 “ 1 ` pb ` B˜u´1qh ` hpb ` B˜u´1q. This shows
that the S-maps piT : C6‚ Ñ C˜
6
‚ and S-maps piT : C
6
‚ Ñ C˜
6
‚ are S-homotopy inverses of each
other, and hence C6 and C˜6 are S-homotopy equivalent. Furthermore, by using Proposition 2.9
we get a T -homotopy equivalence between the periodic para-complexes C7 and C˜7. The proof is
complete. 
4. Paracyclic and Para-Precyclic Modules
In this section, we review the main definitions and examples regarding paracyclic and para-
precyclic modules.
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4.1. Paracyclic modules. Recall that a simplicial k-module C “ pC‚, d‚, s‚q is given by k-
modules Cm, m ě 0, together with k-linear maps dj : Cm Ñ Cm`1, j “ 0, . . . ,m, called faces,
and k-linear maps sj : Cm Ñ Cm`1, j “ 0, . . . ,m, called degeneracies, which satisfy the following
relations:
(4.1) didj “
"
dj´1di, i ď j ´ 1,
djdi`1 i ě j,
(4.2) sisj “
"
sj`1si, i ď j,
sjsi´1, i ě j ` 1,
(4.3) disj “
$&
%
sj´1di, i ď j ´ 1,
1, i “ j, j ` 1,
sjdi´1, i ě j ` 2.
A paracyclic k-module [19, 21] (see also [16, 18]) is a simplicial k-module pC‚, d‚, s‚q together
with an invertible k-linear map t : C‚ Ñ C‚ such that
(4.4)
"
tdi “ di`1t, 0 ď i ď m´ 1,
dm “ d0t,
(4.5)
"
tsj “ sj`1t, 0 ď j ď m´ 1,
tsm “ s´1.
Here s´1 : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 is the extra-degeneracy, i.e.,
s´1 :“ t
´1s0t.
We obtain a cyclic k-module in the sense of Connes [8] when tm`1 “ 1 on Cm for all m ě 0.
A paracyclic module structure is uniquely determined by the end-face d “ dm, the extra de-
generacy s “ s´1 and the paracyclic operator t “ ds. Indeed, it follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that
we have
di “ t
i´mdtm´i, si “ t
i`1st´pi`1q, i “ 0, . . . ,m.
Combining this with the relations dm “ d0t and s´1 “ tsm we further see that d “ d0t “ t
´mdtm`1
and s “ tsm “ t
m`2st´pm`1q. Thus, even in the non-cyclic case, the operator T :“ tm`1 is
invertible and commutes with the structural operators pd, s, tq. That is, this is a paracylic-module
automorphism.
We also record the following relations satisfied by the extra-degeneracy:
(4.6) s´1sj “ sj`1s´1, ´1 ď j ď m,
(4.7) dis´1 “
$&
%
1 i “ 0,
s´1di´1 0 ď j ď m´ 1,
t i “ m` 1.
Example 4.1 ([29, 39]). Let A be a unital k-algebra and σ : AÑ A a unital algebra automorphism.
The corresponding twisted cyclic k-module CσpAq is the paracyclic k-module pC‚pAq, dσ, s, tσq,
where CmpAq “ A
bpm`1q, m ě 0, and the structural operators pdσ, s, tσq are given by
dσpa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “
`
σpamqa0
˘
b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am´1,(4.8)
spa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ 1b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am,(4.9)
tσpa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ am b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am´1, aj P A.(4.10)
When σ “ 1 we recover the usual cyclic module of a unital algebra [8, 9]. In general, the operator
T “ tm`1σ is just the k-module isomorphism σ
bpm`1q on CmpAq “ A
bpm`1q.
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Example 4.2. Let Γ be a group and φ a normal element of Γ. When k has a unit these data give
rise to the paracyclic k-module CφpΓq “ pC‚pΓq, d, sφ, tφq, where CmpΓq “ kΓ
m`1, m ě 0, and
the structural operators pd, sφ, tφq are given by
dpγ0, . . . , γmq “ pγ0, . . . , γm´1q,(4.11)
sφpγ0, . . . , γmq “
`
φ´1γm, γ0, . . . , γm
˘
,(4.12)
tφpγ0, . . . , γmq “
`
φ´1γm, γ0, . . . , γm´1
˘
, γj P Γ.(4.13)
When φ “ 1 we recover the standard cyclic k-module of Γ (see, e.g., [42]). In general, the operator
T “ tm`1φ on CmpΓq arises from the diagonal left-action of φ
´1 on Γm`1. Namely, we have
T pγ0, . . . , γmq “
`
φ´1γ0, . . . , φ
´1γm
˘
, γj P Γ.
In any case, the b-differential of CφpΓq is always the group differential (2.1).
Remark 4.3. Paracyclic modules also naturally appear in Hopf cyclic theory (see [12, 14, 26, 35]).
As in (2.6) we introduce the k-modules CT‚ “ kerp1´T q, R
T
‚ “ ranp1´T q, and CT,‚ “ C‚{R
T
‚ .
As the structural operators pd, s, tq commute with the operator T , they induce structural operators
on the k-modules CT‚ and R
T
‚ and they descend to structural operators on CT,‚. We thus obtain
paracyclic k-modules CT :“ pCT‚ , d, s, tq, R
T :“ pRT‚ , d, s, tq and CT “ pCT,‚ , d, s, tq. In addition,
as tm`1 “ T “ 1 on CTm and CT,m we see that C
T and CT are both cyclic k-modules.
Definition 4.4 ([37]). A quasi-cyclic k-module is a paracyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, s, tq such
that C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ .
Remark 4.5. If C is a quasi-cyclic k-module, then the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ is a splitting of
paracyclic k-modules.
In the same way as with Lemma 3.3 we have the following result.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that C “ pC‚, d, s, tq is a paracyclic k-module for which there is a polynomial
QpXq P krXs such that QpT qpT ´ 1q “ 0 and Qp1q “ 1. Then C is a quasi-cyclic k-module.
Example 4.7 (Feigin-Tsygan [19]; see also [4]). In the terminology of [19], given r ě 1, an r-cyclic
k-module is a paracyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, s, tq for which T
r “ 1. In the same way as in
Example 2.17, when r´1 P k the assumptions of Lemma 4.6 are satisfied, and so in this case any
r-cyclic k-module is a quasi-cyclic k-module. Instances of r-cyclic k-modules include the following:
‚ The twisted cyclic k-module CσpAq of Example 4.1, when the automorphism σ is such
that σr “ 1.
‚ The paracyclic k-module CφpΓq of Example 4.2, when φ has order r.
Remark 4.8. We refer to [25, Example 3.10] for an example of a paracyclic module which is not a
quasi-cyclic module.
4.2. Para-precylic Modules. Recall that a pre-simplicial k-module C “ pC‚, d‚q is given by
k-modules Cm, m ě 0, and k-linear maps dj : Cm Ñ Cm`1, j “ 0, . . . ,m, satisfying the face
relations (4.1). In this paper, we shall use the following definition of a para-precyclic k-module.
Definition 4.9 ([46]). A para-precyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d‚, tq is a pre-simplicial k-module
pC‚, d‚q together with an invertible k-linear map t : C‚ Ñ C‚ satisfying the relations (4.4).
Remark 4.10. Para-precyclic modules are also called quasi-cyclic modules in [46].
When the paracyclic operator t further satisfies the cyclic condition tm`1 “ 1 on Cm we recover
the definition of a precyclic k-module [42]. In the same way as with a paracyclic module structure,
a para-precyclic module structure is uniquely determined by the end face d “ dm on Cm and the
paracyclic operator t. Moreover, the operator T “ tm`1m commutes with the structural operators
pd, tq, and so this a para-precyclic module automorphism.
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Example 4.11. Let A be a k-algebra and σ : AÑ A an algebra automorphism. In the unital case
we can form the twisted cyclic module CσpAq of Example 4.1. In general, we can form the para-
precyclic k-module CσpAq “ pC‚pAq, dσ , tσq, where Cm “ A
bpm`1q, m ě 0, and the structural
operators pdσ, tσq are defined as in (4.8) and (4.10). We obtain the usual precyclic module of an
algebra when σ “ 1 (see, e.g., [42]).
Let C “ pC‚, d, tq be a para-precyclic k-module. In the same way as with paracyclic k-modules,
the fact that the structural operators pd, tq commute with T ensures us that they define a pre-
paracylic k-module structure on RT‚ “ ranp1 ´ T q and precyclic k-module structures on C
T
‚ “
kerp1´ T q and CT,‚ “ C‚{R
T
‚ . We denote by R
T , CT and CT the corresponding pre-(para)cyclic
k-modules.
Definition 4.12. A quasi-precyclic k-module is a para-precyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, tq such
that C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ .
Remark 4.13. If C is a quasi-precyclic k-module, then the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ is a splitting
of para-precyclic k-modules.
We have the following version of Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.14. Suppose that C “ pC‚, d, tq is a para-precyclic k-module for which there is a
polynomial QpXq P krXs such that QpT qpT ´ 1q “ 0 and Qp1q “ 1. Then C is a quasi-precyclic
k-module.
Example 4.15. Given r ě 1, an r-precyclic k-module is a paracyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, tq for
which T r “ 1. In the same way as in Example 4.7, any r-precyclic k-module is a quasi-precyclic
k-module when r´1 P k. For instance, the twisted precyclic k-module CσpAq of Example 4.11 is
r-precyclic when the automorphism σ is such that σr “ 1.
5. The Para-S-Module of an H-Unital Para-Precyclic Module
In this section, by elaborating on [21] we explain how to associate a parachain complex with
any paracyclic module and, more generally, with any H-unital para-precyclic module. As a result,
this allows us to associate a para-S-module with any H-unital para-precyclic module. We shall
also exhibit some of the properties of these para-S-modules.
Any cyclic k-module gives rise to a mixed complex [7, 8, 9]. In the terminology of [7, 8, 9]
the corresponding C6-complex is precisely the total complex of Connes’ pb, Bq-bicomplex. As it
turns out, this construction can be extended to precyclic modules that are H-unital, i.e., precyclic
modules whose bar complexes are contractible (see, e.g., [34, 57]).
Getzler-Jones [21] observed that the construction of the mixed complex of a cyclic module can
be carried out mutatis mutandis to associate a parachain complex with any paracyclic module. In
fact, in the paracyclic setting, we only need to be a bit careful with the choice of the contracting
homotopy for the bar complex. Moreover, as we shall explain, this construction holds in greater
generality for any H-unital para-precyclic module.
Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be a paracyclic k-module. As C is a simplicial k-module we have differentials
b : C‚ Ñ C‚´1 and b
1 : C‚ Ñ C‚´1 given by
(5.1) b “
ÿ
0ďjďm
p´1qjdj and b
1 “
ÿ
0ďjďm´1
p´1qjdj on Cm.
The relations (4.7) imply that the bar complex pC‚, b
1q is acyclic and a contracting homotopy is
provided by the extra degeneracy s, i.e., we have
(5.2) b1s` sb1 “ 1 on C‚.
Moreover, the extra degeneracy s is compatible with the isomorphism T “ τm`1.
The chain complexes pC‚, bq and pC‚, b
1q make sense for any pre-simplicial k-module. In par-
ticular, they make sense for any para-precyclic k-module. However, for a general para-precyclic
k-module, the bar complex pC‚, b
1q need not be contractible.
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Definition 5.1. A para-precyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, tq is called H-unital when its bar complex
pC‚, b
1q admits a T -compatible contracting homotopy.
An H-unital paracyclic k-module is thus given by a system pC‚, d, s, tq, where pd, tq defines a
para-precyclic k-module structure on C‚ and s is a T -contractible homotopy satisfying (5.2). In
particular, any paracyclic k-module is an H-unital para-precyclic k-module.
Example 5.2. At least when k is a division ring, for any k-algebra with a local unit the precyclic
k-module CpAq is H-unital (see [42, 57]). As a result, given any automorphism σ : A Ñ A of
finite order, the corresponding twisted precyclic k-module CσpAq of Example 4.11 is H-unital.
Let C “ pC‚, d, tq be a para-precyclic k-module. The k-linear maps τ : C‚ Ñ C‚ and N : C‚ Ñ
C‚ are defined by
(5.3) τ “ p´1qmt and N “ 1` τ ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` τm on Cm.
Note that
p1´ τqN “ Np1´ τq “ 1´ T.
Moreover, in the same way as with cyclic modules [8, 9, 54] (see also [42]) we have
(5.4) bp1´ τq “ p1 ´ τqb1 and Nb “ b1N.
Suppose now that we have a contracting homotopy s1 : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 satisfying (5.2). The k-linear
map B : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 is defined by
(5.5) B “ p1´ τqs1N.
When C is cyclic and s1 is the extra degeneracy we recover the usual B-operator [7, 8, 9]. Us-
ing (5.4) and the fact that b1s1 ` s1b1 “ 1 we see that bB `Bb is equal to
bp1´ τqs1N ` p1´ τqs1Nb “ p1´ τqpb1s1 ` s1b1qN “ p1 ´ τqN “ 1´ T.
We also have
B2 “ p1 ´ τqs1Np1´ τqs1N “ p1´ τqs1p1 ´ T qs1N.
Therefore, we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 5.3 (see also [21, 30]). If the contracting homotopy s1 is such that s1p1 ´ T qs1 “ 0,
then pC‚, b, Bq is a parachain complex such that bB `Bb “ 1´ T .
Remark 5.4. When C is a cyclic module, i.e., T “ 1, the condition s1p1 ´ T qs1 “ 0 is always
satisfied, and so we can choose any contracting homotopy to define the operator B. In particular,
we may take s1 to be the extra degeneracy s, in which case we recover the usual mixed complex
of a cyclic module [8, 9].
Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be an H-unital pre-paracylic k-module. If T ‰ 1, then sp1´T qs “ p1´T qs
2
need not be zero (there seems to be an oversight of this fact in [21]; see also [30] on this point).
However, we can replace s by the k-linear map s1 : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 given by
s1 “ sb1s.
This is a contracting homotopy, since we have
b1s1 ` s1b1 “ b1sb1s` sb1sb1 “ p1´ sb1qb1s` sb1p1´ b1sq “ b1s` sb1 “ 1.
In addition, we have
ps1q2 “ sb1ssb1s “ sp1´ sb1qp1 ´ b1sqs “ sp1 ´ b1s´ sb1qs “ 0.
As T commutes with s and b1, and hence with s1, we deduce that s1p1 ´ T qs1 “ p1 ´ T qps1q2 “ 0.
Therefore, by using s1 “ sb1s to define the operator B we obtain a parachain complex.
Definition 5.5 (compare [21]). Given any H-unital para-precyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, s, tq its
parachain complex is pC‚, b, Bq, where b is defined as in (5.1) and B is given by (5.5) with s
1 :“ sb1s.
The corresponding para-complex C7 :“ pC7‚, b`B, T q is called the periodic para-complex of C.
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Remark 5.6. When C is a cyclic k-module, we get a mixed complex which is different from the
usual mixed complex of a cyclic k-module, since for the latter the B-differential is defined by using
the extra degeneracy s instead of the special homotopy s1 “ b1sb1. As it turns out, the two mixed
complexes are isomorphic (see Proposition 5.9 below).
Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be anH-unital quasi-precylic k-module, so that C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ . This implies
that the parachain complex pC, b,Bq is a quasi-mixed complex. As the contracting homotopy s
is compatible with the T -operator, it induces contracting homotopies for the bar complexes of
CT and RT and it descends to a contracting homotopy for the bar complex of CT . Thus, the
para-precyclic k-module RT and the precyclic k-modules CT and CT are all H-unital. Moreover,
their parachain complexes are precisely the parachain complexes CT , RT , CT associated with the
parachain complex pC‚, b, Bq. In addition, the canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ C
‚
T and the
projection piT : C‚ Ñ C‚ on C
T defined by the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ are both maps of H-unital
para-precyclic k-modules. Therefore, by using Proposition 3.7 we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 5.7 (see also [29, Proposition 2.1]). Assume that C is a quasi-cyclic (resp., H-unital
quasi-precyclic) k-module.
(1) The canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ induces an isomorphism of cyclic (resp., pre-
cyclic) k-modules from CT onto CT .
(2) The embedding ιT : CT,‚ Ñ C
T
‚ given by (2.9) is an embedding of paracyclic (resp., para-
precyclic) k-modules.
(3) We have
piT ιT “ 1, ιTpiT “ pi
T “ 1`
`
b`Bu´1
˘
h` h
`
b`Bu´1
˘
.
This provides us with S-deformation retracts of C6 to C6T and C
T,6, and with T -deformation
retracts of C7 to C7T and C
T,7.
As pC‚, b, Bq is a quasi-mixed complex, by Proposition 3.10 we also have a mixed complex
C˜ “ pC‚, b, B˜q whose S-module is S-homotopy equivalent to C
6. Here B˜ “ BpiT “ p1´ τqs1NpiT ,
and so C˜ is defined in the same way as pC‚, b, Bq, upon replacing N by N˜ :“ Npi
T in the
formula (5.5) for B.
When C is an r-precyclic k-module and r´1 P k, we know by Lemma 3.3 that C is quasi-precyclic
and piT “ r´1p1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T r´1q. On Cm we then have
(5.6) rN˜ “
1
r
Np1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` T r´1q “
ˆ ÿ
0ďjďm
τ j
˙ˆ ÿ
0ďlďr´1
τ pm`1ql
˙
“
rpm`1q´1ÿ
j“0
τ j .
Thus, rN˜ agrees with the N -operator for r-cyclic k-modules of Feigin-Tsygan [19, Appendix].
5.1. Dependence on the contracting homotopy s1. As it turns out, the choice of the con-
tracting homotopy s1 is hardly important, since, as we are going to see, all the para-S-modules that
we get are isomorphic. More precisely, let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be an H-unital pre-paracylic k-module
and suppose we are given another contracting homotopy sˆ : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 such that sˆp1 ´ T qsˆ “ 0.
(In particular, when C a cyclic module we may take sˆ to be the extra degeneracy s.) We thus get
another para-S-module pC6, b ` Bˆu´1, u´1, T q, where Bˆ “ p1 ´ τqsˆN . Let f : C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚ be the
k-linear map defined by
(5.7) f “ 1` p1´ τqsˆs1Nu´1.
This maps commutes with u´1 and with the operator T . This is also a graded k-linear isomorphism
with inverse,
f´1 “ 1`
ÿ
jě1
“
p1´ τqsˆs1N
‰j
u´j .
Lemma 5.8. We have
f
`
b`Bu´1
˘
“
`
b` Bˆu´1
˘
f.
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Proof. The operator fpb`Bu´1q is equal to`
1` p1´ τqsˆs1Nu´1
˘ `
b`Bu´1
˘
“ b`
“
B ` p1´ τqsˆs1Nb
‰
u´1 ` p1´ τqsˆs1NBu´2.
By using the relation Nb “ b1N we get
B ` p1 ´ τqsˆs1Nb “ p1´ τqs1N ` p1´ τqsˆs1b1N “ p1´ τqps1 ` sˆs1b1qN.
As s1p1´ T qs1 “ 0 we also obtain
p1´ τqsˆs1NB “ p1´ τqsˆs1Np1´ τqs1N “ p1 ´ τqsˆs1p1´ T qs1N “ 0.
Thus,
(5.8) f
`
b`Bu´1
˘
“ b` p1 ´ τqps1 ` sˆs1b1qNu´1.
Similarly, the operator pb` Bˆu´1qf is equal to´
b` Bˆu´1
¯ `
1` p1´ τqsˆs1Nu´1
˘
“ b`
”
bp1´ τqsˆs1N ` Bˆ
ı
u´1 ` Bˆp1 ´ τqsˆs1Nu´2.
Thanks to the relation bp1´ τq “ b1p1´ τq we obtain
bp1´ τqsˆs1N ` Bˆ “ p1´ τqb1sˆs1N ` p1´ τqsˆN “ p1´ τq
“
b1sˆs1 ` sˆ
‰
N.
Using the fact that sˆp1´ T qsˆ “ 0 we also get
Bˆp1´ τqsˆs1N “ p1´ τqsˆNp1´ τqsˆs1N “ p1 ´ τqsˆp1´ T qsˆs1N “ 0.
Thus,
(5.9)
´
b` Bˆu´1
¯
f “ b` p1 ´ τq
“
b1sˆs1 ` sˆ
‰
Nu´1.
Combining (5.8) and (5.9) gives
f
`
b`Bu´1
˘
´
´
b` Bˆu´1
¯
f “ p1´ τq
“
s1 ´ sˆ` sˆs1b1 ´ b1sˆs1
‰
Nu´1.
As sˆs1b1´ b1sˆs1 “ sˆp1´ b1s1q´ p1´ sˆb1qs1 “ sˆ´ s1, we deduce that fpb`Bu´1q´ pb` Bˆu´1qf “ 0.
This proves the result. 
Lemma 5.8 asserts that f is a chain map from pC6‚, b ` Bu´1q to pC
6
‚, b ` Bˆu´1q. As this
is an isomorphism which commutes with u´1 and T , we deduce that this is an isomorphism of
para-S-modules. Therefore, we have proved the following result.
Proposition 5.9. The para-S-modules pC6‚, b ` Bu´1, u´1, T q and pC
6
‚, b ` Bˆu´1, u´1, T q are
isomorphic. An explicit isomorphism is provided by (5.7).
6. The Para-S-Module C66
An alternative way to define the cyclic homology of a cyclic k-module is to use the CC-
bicomplex [8, 54]. From this point of view the cyclic homology is given by the homology of the
total complex of this bicomplex. In fact, this bicomplex makes sense for any precyclic k-module,
including precyclic modules of non-unital algebras.
In this section, we shall extend this approach to the para-(pre)cyclic setting. Although we will
not get a bicomplex, we will still be able to construct a para-S-module. We shall work in the
setting of para-precyclic k-modules.
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6.1. Construction of C66. Let C “ pC‚, d, tq be a para-precyclic k-module. The k-module C
66
m,
m ě 0, is defined by
(6.1) C66m “
à
p`q“m
Cqu
p “ Cmu
0 ‘ Cm´1u‘ Cm´2u
2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Note that u´1 maps C66m to Cm´1u
0 ‘ Cm´2u‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ C
66
m´1, and so u
´2 maps C66m to C
66
m´2.
We define the operator B : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚´1 by
(6.2) B
`
xu2p`1
˘
“ p1´ τqxu2p, B
`
xu2p
˘
“
"
0 if p “ 0,
Nxu2p´1 if p ě 1,
where τ and N are given by (5.3). We also define the operator δ : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚´1 by
(6.3) δ
`
xu2p
˘
“ bxu2p, δ
`
xu2p`1
˘
“ ´b1xu2p`1.
Lemma 6.1 (see also [8, 43, 54]). We have
B2 “ p1´ T qu´2 and Bδ ` δB “ δ2 “ 0.
Proof. It is immediate that δ2 “ 0, since b2 “ pb1q2 “ 0. Let x P C‚. Note that B “ Nu
´1 on
C‚u
2p and B “ p1´ tqu´1 on C‚u
2p`1. Thus,
B2
`
xu2p
˘
“ BNu´1
`
xu2p
˘
“ p1 ´ τqNu´2
`
xu2p
˘
“ p1´ T qu´2
`
xu2p
˘
.
Likewise, we have
B2
`
xu2p`1
˘
“ Bp1´ τqu´1
`
xu2p`1
˘
“ Np1´ τqu´2
`
xu2p`1
˘
“ p1 ´ T qu´2
`
xu2p`1
˘
.
Therefore, we see that B2 “ p1´ T qu´2.
We have pBδ ` δBqpxu0q “ Bpbxu0q “ 0. If p ě 1, then by using the relation Nb “ b1N we get
pBδ ` δBq
`
xu2p
˘
“ B
`
bxu2p
˘
` δ
`
Nxu2p´1
˘
“ pNbx´ b1Nxqu2p´1 “ 0.
If p ě 0, then the equality bp1´ τq “ p1 ´ τqb1 implies that we have
pBδ ` δBq
`
xu2p
˘
“ ´B
`
b1xu2p`1
˘
` δ
`
p1´ τqxu2p
˘
“
“
´b1p1 ´ τqx` bp1´ τqx
‰
u2p “ 0.
It then follows that Bδ ` δB “ 0. The proof is complete. 
It follows from Lemma 6.1 that we have
pB ` δq2 “ B2 ` Bδ ` δB ` δ2 “ p1´ T qu´2.
As u´1 and T both commute with B and δ we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 6.2. C66 :“ pC66‚ , B ` δ, u´2, T q is a para-S-module.
Remark 6.3. If C is a cyclic k-module, i.e., T “ 1, then B2 “ 0 and pB ` δq2 “ 0, and so C66 is an
S-module. In particular, pC66‚ , B ` δq is a chain complex. In fact, this is the total complex of the
bicomplex pCC‚,‚, B, δˆq, where
CCp,q “ Cqu
p, δˆ
`
xu2p
˘
“ bxu2p, δˆ
`
xu2p`1
˘
“ b1xu2p`1.
This bicomplex is precisely the CC-bicomplex.
Remark 6.4. When C is an H-unital paracyclic k-module we obtain two para-S-modules C6 and
C66. We will see in Section 8 that the former is a deformation retract of the latter.
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6.2. Quasi-precyclic modules. Supposed now that C “ pC‚, d, tq is a quasi-precyclic k-module
in the sense of Definition 4.12. As mentioned in Remark 4.13 the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ is a
splitting of para-precyclic k-modules. In particular, we get a splitting of para-S-modules,
(6.4) C66‚ “ C
T,66
‚ ‘R
T,66
‚ .
As mentioned in Section 3 the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ also ensures us that 1 ´ T induces an
invertible k-linear map on RT‚ . Let β
66 : RT,66‚ Ñ R
T,66
‚`1 be the k-linear map defined by
β66pxu2pq “ Np1´ T q´1xu2p`1, β66pxu2p`1q “ 0, x P RT‚ .
Lemma 6.5. On RT,66‚ we have
Bβ66 ` β66B “ 1, δβ66 ` β66δ “ 0.
Proof. Let x P RT‚ . We have`
Bβ66 ` β66B
˘
pxu2pq “ B
“
Np1´ T q´1xu2p`1
‰
` β66
“
Nxu2p´1
‰
“ p1´ τqNp1 ´ T q´1xu2p.
As p1´ τqNp1´T q´1 “ p1´T qp1´T q´1 “ 1 on RT‚ , we deduce that pBβ
66` β66Bqpxu2pq “ xu2p.
Likewise,
`
Bβ66 ` β66B
˘
pxu2p`1q is equal to
β66
“
p1´ τqxu2p
‰
“ Np1´ T q´1p1´ τqxu2p`1 “ xu2p`1.
Therefore, we see that Bβ66 ` β66B “ 1 on RT,66‚ .
In addition, we have`
δβ66 ` β66δ
˘
pxu2pq “ δ
“
Np1´ T q´1xu2p`1
‰
` β66
“
bxu2p
‰
“ ´b1Np1´ T q´1xu2p`1 `Np1´ T q´1bx2p`1
“ p´b1N `Nbqp1´ T q´1xu2p`1
“ 0.
We also have
`
δβ66 ` β66δ
˘
pxu2p`1q “ ´β66rb1xu2p`1s “ 0. Therefore, we see that δβ66` β66δ “ 0
on all RT,66‚ . The proof is complete. 
The above lemma implies that β66 is a contracting homotopy for pRT,66‚ , B` δq. By construction
β66 is compatible with the T -operator. Moreover, we have β66u´2 “ u´2β66. Therefore, β66 is an
S-contracting homotopy, and so RT,66 is an S-contractible para-S-module. Combining this with
the splitting (6.4) we then arrive at the following statement.
Proposition 6.6. If C is a quasi-precyclic k-module, then C66 is a quasi-S-module.
Proposition 6.6 allows us to apply Proposition 2.18 as follows. Let piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ be the
canonical projection of C‚ onto CT,‚ and pi
T : C‚ Ñ C‚ the projection on C
T
‚ associated with the
splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ . They are both maps of paracyclic k-modules. As above, piT induces
an isomorphism of para-precyclic k-modules from CT onto CT , and, under this isomorphism, the
inclusion of CT into C‚ corresponds to the embedding ιT : CT,‚ Ñ C‚ given by (2.9). This
embedding is actually a para-precyclic module embedding. We also let h : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 be the
k-linear map defined by
(6.5) h66pxu2pq “ ´Np1´ T q´1
`
x´ xT
˘
u2p`1, h66pxu2p`1q “ 0, x P C‚.
This is a T -compatible map. This is also the chain homotopy (2.10) associated with the contracting
homotopy β66. Therefore, by using Proposition 2.18 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 6.7. Assume that C is a quasi-precyclic k-module.
(1) The canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ induces a precyclic k-module isomorphism from
CT onto CT .
(2) The map ιT : CT,‚ Ñ C‚ given by (2.9) is a para-precyclic k-module embedding.
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(3) We have
piT ιT “ 1, pi
T “ ιTpiT “ 1` pB ` δqh
66 ` h66pB ` δq.
This provides us with S-deformation retracts of C66 to C66T and C
T,66.
Remark 6.8. As we can see from (6.5), the range of h66 is contained in ‘pě0R
T
‚ u
2p`1 and its kernel
contains ‘pě0C
T
‚ u
2p and ‘pě0C‚u
2p`1. It then follows that piTh
66 “ 0, h66ιT “ 0 and ph
66q2 “ 0,
i.e., the chain homotopy h66 is special in the sense of (7.11).
Given any r-cyclic k-module C, Feigin-Tsygan [19, Appendix] defined a chain bicomplex, which
is like the CC-bicomplex pCC‚,‚, B, δˆq (cf. Remark 6.3). The only difference is with the for-
mula (6.2) for the differential B, where the operator N is replaced by the operator
řrpm`1q´1
j“0 τ
j .
As we shall now see, the Feigin-Tsygan bicomplex is a special case of a general construction for
quasi-precyclic modules.
Suppose that C is a quasi-precyclic k-module. As mentioned above the projection piT : C‚ Ñ C‚
is a para-precyclic k-module map. As in Section 5 set N˜ “ NpiT “ piTN , and let B˜ : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚´1 be
the k-linear map defined as in (6.2) by using the operator N˜ instead of N . Thus, B˜ “ piT B “ BpiT
on C‚u
2p and B˜ “ B on C‚u
2p`1. When C is r-precyclic and r´1 P k, the operator N˜ is r´1-times
the Feigin-Tsygan operator
řrpm`1q´1
j“0 τ
j on Cm (see Eq. (5.6)).
Proposition 6.9. Suppose that C is a quasi-precyclic k-module.
(1) ĄCC :“ pCC‚,‚, B˜, δˆq is a chain bicomplex and rC66 :“ pC66‚ , B˜ ` δ, u´2q is an S-module.
(2) The projection piT : C‚ Ñ C‚ yields an S-homotopy equivalence between C
66 and rC66.
Proof. We know by Lemma 6.1 that B2 “ p1´ T qu´2 and δ2 “ Bδ ` δB “ 0. As mentioned above
B˜ “ piT B “ BpiT on C‚u
2p and B˜ “ B on C‚u
2p`1. Thus, B˜2 “ piT δ2 “ piT p1´T qu´2 “ 0. Moreover,
as δ maps C‚u
q to C‚´1u
q we have B˜δ` δB˜ “ piT pBδ` δBq “ 0 on C‚u
2p and B˜δ` δB˜ “ Bδ` δB “ 0
on C‚u
2p`1. Therefore, we see that δ2 “ B˜2 “ B˜δ` δB˜ “ 0, and hence pB˜ ` δq2 “ 0. It then follows
that pCC‚,‚, B˜, δˆq is a chain bicomplex, and so its total complex pC
66
‚ , B˜ ` δq is a chain complex.
As u´2 is compatible with the operators pB, δq, we then see that rC66 :“ pC66‚ , B˜ ` δ, u´2q is an
S-module.
As rδ, piT s “ ru´2, piT s “ 0 and B˜piT “ piT B˜ “ BpiT “ piT B we see that piT gives rise to an S-map
from C66 (resp., rC66) to rC66 (resp., C66). Moreover, by Proposition 6.7 we have ppiT q2 “ piT “
1 ` pB ` δqh66 ` h66pB ` δq, where the chain homotopy h66 : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚`1 is given by (6.5). Thus,
piT : C66‚ Ñ rC66 is an S-homotopy right-inverse of piT : C˜66‚ Ñ C66.
Let x P C‚. By definition h
66 vanishes on C‚u
2p`1 and maps C‚u
2p to C‚u
2p´1. As the images
of xu2p by B and B˜ are contained in C‚u
2p´1, we get
pB˜h66 ` h66B˜qpxu2pq “ Bh66pxu2pq “ pBh66 ` h66Bqpxu2pq.
Similarly, as h66pxu2p`1q “ 0 and B˜pxu2p`1q “ Bpxu2p`1q, we have
pB˜h66 ` h66B˜qpxu2p`1q “ Bh66pxu2p`1q “ pBh66 ` h66Bqpxu2p`1q.
Therefore, we see that B˜h66 ` h66B˜ “ Bh66 ` h66B, and so ppiT q2 “ 1 ` pB˜ ` δqh66 ` h66pB˜ ` δq. It
then follows that piT gives rise to an S-homotopy equivalence between C66 and rC66. The proof is
complete. 
7. Perturbation Lemmas and Co-Extensions
The basic perturbation lemma [3, 17, 22, 53] is a simple and powerful tool for constructing
chain homotopy equivalences in homological algebra (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 17, 22, 23, 24, 28, 34, 36,
40, 41, 52, 53]). In particular, as first observed by Kassel [34], in the context of cyclic homology
it allows us to convert various deformation retracts of Hochschild complexes into deformation
retracts of cyclic complexes (see also [1, 36, 51]). Incidentally, it also provides us with a natural
interpretation of the B-operator of an H-unital para-precyclic module (cf. [34, Remarque 5.3]; see
also Section 8).
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In this section, we seek for generalizations of the basic perturbation lemma for para-S-modules,
and more especially para-S-modules associated with parachain complexes. To this end we shall
establish a generalized perturbation lemma for para-twin complexes (see below for their precise
definition). Specializing these generalized perturbation lemmas to para-S-modules of parachain
complexes will provide us with general recipes to convert deformation retracts of Hochschild chain
complexes into S-deformation retracts of para-S-modules.
In the next sections, we will present various applications of the generalized perturbation theory
of this section. We also refer to [51] for further applications regarding the normalization of the
para-S-modules of paracyclic and bi-paracyclic modules and a version of the Eilenberg-Zilber
theorem for bi-paracyclic modules.
7.1. Basic perturbation lemma for para-twin complexes. In what follows by a para-twin
complex we shall mean a system pC‚, B, δq, where Cm, m ě 0, are k-modules and B : C‚ Ñ C‚´1
and δ : C‚ Ñ C‚´1 are k-linear maps. We call pC‚, B, δq a twin complex when we further have
B2 “ δ2 “ Bδ ` δB “ 0. In this case pC‚, Bq, pC‚, δq and pC‚, B ` δq are chain complexes. Given
two twin complexes pC‚, B, δq and p sC‚, B, δq, the basic perturbation lemma [3, 17, 22, 53] is a
simple recipe for converting a deformation retract of pC‚, Bq to p sC‚, Bq into a deformation retract
of pC‚, B ` δq.
We seek for generalizing the basic perturbation lemma to para-twin complexes. Thus, let
C “ pC‚, B, δq and p sC‚, B, δq be para-twin complexes, and assume we are given k-linear maps
f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ and g : sC‚ Ñ C‚ such that
(7.1) gf “ 1` Bϕ` ϕB,
where ϕ : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 is a k-linear map so that, for every m ě 0, we have
(7.2) pδϕqj “ pϕδqj “ 0 on Cm for j " 1.
These data allow us to define k-linear maps ϕ˜ : C‚ Ñ C‚`1, f˜ : C‚ Ñ C‚ and g˜ : sC‚ Ñ sC‚ by
ϕ˜ “
ÿ
jě0
ϕpδϕqj “
ÿ
jě0
pϕδqjϕ,(7.3)
f˜ “ fp1` δϕ˜q, g˜ “ p1` ϕ˜δqg.(7.4)
Note that we have
f˜ “
ÿ
jě0
fpδϕqj “ f ` fpδϕq ` fpδϕq2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,(7.5)
g˜ “
ÿ
jě0
pϕδqjg “ g ` pϕδqg ` pϕδq2g ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,(7.6)
We also define the k-linear map δ˜ : sC‚ Ñ sC‚´1 by
(7.7) δ˜ “ fpδ ` δϕ˜δqg “ fδg ` fδϕ˜δg.
We observe that
(7.8) δ˜ “ f˜δg “ fδg˜.
In particular, we have
(7.9) δ˜ “
ÿ
jě0
fpδϕqjδg “
ÿ
jě0
fδpϕδqjg “ fδg ` fδϕδg ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
We also set
(7.10) ∆ “ δ2 ` Bδ ` δB.
We shall say that the chain homotopy ϕ in (7.1) is special when the following conditions are
satisfied:
(7.11) fϕ “ 0, ϕg “ 0, ϕ2 “ 0.
We are now in a position to obtain the following generalization of the basic perturbation lemma.
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Lemma 7.1. Suppose that the maps f and g are compatible with the operators B, and the chain
homotopy ϕ is special and ∆-compatible. Then we have
f˜pB ` δq “ pB ` δ˜qf˜ ,(7.12)
g˜pB ` δ˜q “ pB ` δqg˜,(7.13)
g˜f˜ “ 1` pB ` δqϕ˜` ϕ˜pB ` δq,(7.14)
f˜ g˜ “ fg,(7.15)
δ˜2 ` Bδ˜ ` δ˜B “ f∆g.(7.16)
In addition, the chain homotopy ϕ˜ is special.
Proof. We observe that (7.3) implies that
(7.17) ϕ˜ “ ϕ` ϕ˜δϕ “ ϕ` ϕδϕ˜.
We also have the following equalities,
(7.18) f∆ϕ “ 0, ϕ∆g “ 0, ϕ∆ϕ “ 0.
Indeed, as ϕ is special and compatible with ∆ we have f∆ϕ “ fϕ∆ “ 0. Likewise, ϕ∆g “ ∆ϕg “
0 and ϕ∆ϕ “ ∆ϕ2 “ 0.
By using (7.1) and (7.17) we see that g˜f˜ is equal to
p1` ϕ˜δqgfp1` δϕ˜q “p1` ϕ˜δqp1 ` Bϕ` ϕBqp1 ` δϕ˜q
“1` Bpϕ` ϕδϕ˜q ` δϕ˜` pϕ` ϕ˜δϕqB ` ϕ˜δ
` ϕ˜δBpϕ` ϕδϕ˜q ` pϕ` ϕ˜δϕqBδϕ˜` ϕ˜δ2ϕ˜
“1` pB ` δqϕ˜` ϕ˜pB ` δq ` ϕ˜∆ϕ˜.
We know by (7.18) that ϕ∆ϕ “ 0, and so ϕ˜∆ϕ˜ “ p1 ` ϕ˜δqϕ∆ϕp1 ` δϕ˜q “ 0. It then follows that
g˜f˜ “ 1` pB ` δqϕ˜` ϕ˜pB ` δq, i.e., we have (7.14).
By assumption rB, f s “ 0. Combining this with (7.8) and (7.14) gives
pB ` δ˜qf˜ “ Bfp1` δϕ˜q ` fδg˜f˜
“ fBp1` δϕ˜q ` fδ r1` pB ` δqϕ˜` ϕ˜pB ` δqs
“ pf ` fδϕ˜qB ` pf ` fδϕ˜qδ ` fpBδ ` δB ` δ2qϕ˜
“ f˜pB ` δq ` f∆ϕ˜.
We know by (7.18) that f∆ϕ “ 0. Thus, f∆ϕ˜ “ f∆ϕp1` δϕ˜q “ 0, and hence pB` δ˜qf˜ “ f˜pB` δq.
Similarly, as by assumption rB, gs “ 0, we see that g˜pB ` δ˜q is equal to
p1` ϕ˜δqgB ` g˜f˜ δg “p1` ϕ˜δqBg ` p1` Bϕ` ϕBqδg
“Bpg ` ϕ˜δgq ` δpg ` ϕ˜δgq ` ϕ˜pBδ ` δB ` δ2qg
“pB ` δqg˜ ` ϕ˜∆g.
As by (7.18) we have ϕ∆g “ 0, we get ϕ˜∆g “ p1` ϕ˜δqϕ∆g “ 0, and so g˜pB ` δ˜q “ pB ` δqg˜.
By using (7.8) and (7.14) we see that δ˜2 is equal to
fδg˜f˜ δg “fδ r1` pB ` δqϕ˜` ϕ˜pB ` δqs δg
“fδ2 ` f
`
δ2 ` δB
˘
ϕ˜δg ` fδϕ˜
`
δ2 ` Bδ
˘
g
“f∆g ` f∆ϕ˜δg ` fδϕ˜∆g ´ fpBδ ` δBqg ´ fBδϕ˜δg ´ fδϕ˜δBg.
By using the compatibility of f and g with the B-operators and the equalities f∆ϕ˜ “ 0 and
ϕ˜∆g “ 0 we obtain
δ˜2 “f∆g ´ Bfδ ´ δgB ´ Bfδϕ˜δg ´ fδϕ˜δgB
“f∆g ´ Bfpδ ` δϕ˜δqg ´ fpδ ` δϕ˜δqg
“f∆g ´ Bδ˜ ´ δ˜B.
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This proves (7.16).
It remains to show that f˜ g˜ “ fg and ϕ˜ is special. We have ϕ˜2 “ p1 ` ϕ˜δqϕ2p1 ` δϕ˜q “ 0.
Combining this with (7.4) we get
(7.19) f˜ g˜ “ fp1` δϕ˜qp1 ` ϕ˜δqg “ fg ` fϕ˜δg ` fδϕ˜g.
We also have fϕ˜ “ fϕp1 ` δϕ˜q “ 0 and ϕ˜g “ p1` ϕ˜δqϕg “ 0. Thus,
f˜ ϕ˜ “ fp1` δϕ˜qϕ˜ “ fϕ˜` fδϕ˜2 “ 0,
ϕ˜g˜ “ ϕ˜p1` ϕ˜δqg “ ϕ˜g ` ϕ˜2δg “ 0.
Combining this with (7.19) shows that f˜ g˜ “ fg. As ϕ˜2 “ 0 this also shows that the chain
homotopy ϕ˜ is special. The proof is complete. 
Remark 7.2. When fg “ 1 and C and sC are both twin complexes (i.e., B2 “ δ2 “ Bδ ` δB “ 0)
we recover the basic perturbation lemma in the version of [3, 22].
Remark 7.3. When fg “ 1 and r∆, f s “ 0 the equalities (7.15) and (7.16) become
(7.20) f˜ g˜ “ fg “ 1 and δ˜2 ` Bδ˜ ` δ˜B “ f∆g “ ∆fg “ ∆.
Remark 7.4. The proof of Lemma 7.1 shows a little more. A close examination of the proof shows
the following:
(a) In order to get (7.14) we only need (7.18).
(b) In order to get (7.12) (resp., (7.13)) we only need (7.18) and the compatibility of the map
f (resp., g) with the B-operators.
(c) In order to get (7.16) we only need (7.18) and the compatibility with the B-operators of
both maps f and g.
Remark 7.5. If rδ, f s “ 0, then f˜ “ f and δ˜ “ fδg “ δfg. Indeed, as ϕ is special, we have
fδϕ “ δfϕ “ 0, and so by using (7.5) and (7.9) we see that f˜ “ f and δ˜ “ fδg. In particular,
when rδ, f s “ 0 and fg “ 1 we have δ˜ “ δ.
Remark 7.6. The assumption that ϕ is special ensures us that fϕ “ 0 and ϕg “ 0. When fg “ 1
these two conditions are not essential. Indeed, if we set pi “ gf , then pi is compatible with the B-
operator on C‚ and, as fg “ 1, we have pi
2 “ gpfgqf “ pi. Therefore, if we set ϕ˜ “ p1´piqϕp1´piq,
then we have
fg ´ 1 “ p1´ piqpfg ´ 1qp1 ´ piq “ p1´ piqpBϕ` ϕBqp1 ´ piq “ Bϕ˜` ϕ˜B.
We also have fp1´ piq “ f ´ pfgqf “ 0 and p1´ piqg “ g´ gpfgq “ 0, and so fϕ˜ “ 0 and ϕ˜g “ 0.
Thus, upon replacing ϕ by ϕ˜ we obtain a chain homotopy such that fϕ “ 0 and ϕg “ 0.
Assume further that B2 “ 0 and we are given a chain homotopy such that fϕ “ 0 and ϕg “ 0.
Under these assumptions the condition ϕ2 “ 0 in (7.11) becomes inessential. Indeed, we then have
pBϕq2 “ p1´pi´ϕBqBϕ “ Bϕ. Likewise, pϕBq2 “ ϕB, and so BpϕBϕq`pϕBϕqB “ Bϕ`ϕB “ 1´pi. We
also have Bϕ2B “ p1´pi´ϕBqp1´pi´Bϕq “ 1´pi´ϕB´Bϕ “ 0, and hence pϕBϕq2 “ ϕpBϕ2Bqϕ “ 0.
Thus, upon replacing ϕ by ϕBϕ we obtain a chain homotopy such that ϕ2 “ 0.
All this shows that, when fg “ 1 and B2 “ 0, we can convert ϕ into a special homotopy by
replacing it by
ϕˆ :“ ϕ˜Bϕ˜ “ p1´ piqϕBp1 ´ piqϕp1 ´ piq.
Note that when fϕ “ 0 we simply have ϕˆ “ ϕBϕp1 ´ piq.
When fg ‰ 1 or B2 “ 0 the above transformations need apply. Thus, whereas in the setting
of the basic perturbation lemma the special homotopy assumption is not essential, it becomes
essential for the generalization provided by Lemma 7.1.
Further elaborating on the remarks above we would like to stress that, when ∆ “ 0 and
f is compatible with the δ-operators, we actually can relax the assumption on ϕ being special
(compare [34]). Namely, we have the following result.
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Lemma 7.7. Suppose that ∆ “ 0 on C‚ and sC‚. Assume further that rδ, f s “ fϕ “ 0 and
rB, gs “ 0. Then we have
pB ` δqg˜ “ g˜pB ` δ˜q,(7.21)
f g˜ “ fg, g˜f “ 1` pB ` δqϕ˜` pB ` δqϕ˜,(7.22)
δ˜ “ δfg, δ˜2 ` Bδ˜ ` δ˜B “ 0,(7.23)
fϕ˜ “ 0.(7.24)
Proof. As rδ, f s “ fϕ “ 0, we know by Remark 7.5 that f˜ “ f and δ˜ “ δfg. Moreover, in the
same way as in the proof of Lemma 7.1, we have fϕ˜ “ fϕp1 ` δϕ˜q “ 0, and so fδϕ˜ “ δfϕ˜ “ 0.
Combining this with (7.4) we get f g˜ “ f˜ g˜ “ fp1` δϕ˜qp1` ϕ˜δqg “ fg.
By assumption rB, gs “ 0, and as ∆ “ 0 the equalities (7.18) are trivially satisfied. Therefore,
by Remark 7.4 we have (7.13), (7.14) and (7.16). As f˜ “ f and ∆ “ 0 this gives (7.21) and the
equalities g˜f “ g˜f˜ “ 1`pB`δqϕ˜`pB`δqϕ˜ and δ˜2`Bδ˜` δ˜B “ f∆g “ 0. The proof is complete. 
Remark 7.8. When fg “ 1 we have f g˜ “ fg “ 1 and δ˜ “ δfg “ δ, and so pB ` δqg˜ “ g˜pB ` δq.
Thus, if we further have the compatibility of f with the B-operators, then we obtain a deformation
retract of pC‚, B ` δq to p sC‚, B ` δq.
7.2. Perturbation lemmas for parachain complexes. We shall now specialize Lemma 7.1 and
Lemma 7.7 to parachain complexes. This will enable us to construct co-extensions of deformation
retracts of Hochschild complexes. In particular, this will generalize to parachain complexes the
version of the basic perturbation lemma for mixed complexes of Kassel [34] (see also [1]).
Suppose that C “ pC‚, b, Bq and sC “ p sC‚, b, Bq are parachain complexes. Any S-map f : C6‚ ÑsC6‚ is of the form f “ f p0qu0`f p1qu`¨ ¨ ¨ , where f pjq : C‚ Ñ sC‚`2j are T -compatible k-linear maps
satisfying (3.3). In particular, the zero-th degree component f p0q : C‚ Ñ sC‚ is a Hochschild chain
map, i.e., rb, f p0qs “ 0. Conversely, given any T -compatible Hochschild chain map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚,
we shall call co-extension of f any S-map f 6 : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ such that f 6p0q “ f . This terminology
was coined by Hood-Jones [27].
Throughout the rest of this section we assume we are given Hochschild chain maps f : C‚ Ñ sC‚
and g : sC‚ Ñ C‚ that provide us with a deformation retract,
(7.25) fg “ 1, gf “ 1` bϕ` ϕb,
where ϕ : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 is some k-linear map. We seek for applying Lemma 7.1 to the the para-twin
complexes pC6‚, b, Bu
´1q and p sC6‚, b, Bu´1q. Note that the nilpotency of δ “ Bu´1 ensures us that
the condition (7.2) is automatically satisfied.
Let ϕ6 : C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚`1 be the k-linear map defined by
ϕ6 “
ÿ
jě0
ϕpBϕqju´j “ ϕ` ϕBϕu´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
We also define k-linear maps f 6 : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ and g6 : sC6‚ Ñ C6‚ by
f 6 “ f ` fBϕ6u´1 “ f `
ÿ
jě1
fpBϕqju´j,
g6 “ g ` ϕ6Bgu´1 “ g `
ÿ
jě1
pϕBqjgu´j.
Note that the maps f 6 and g6 are compatible with the S-operators and their zero-th degree
componenents are f and g, respectively. In addition, we let B˜ : sC‚ Ñ sC‚`1 be the k-linear map
defined by
B˜ “
ÿ
jě0
ϕfpBϕqjBgu´j “ fBg ` fBϕBg ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
By assumption the chain homotopy ϕ is special. Note also that if B “ b and δ “ Bu´1, then in
the notation of (7.3)–(7.7) the maps pϕ6, f 6, g6, B˜u´1q are precisely the maps pϕ˜, f˜ , g˜, δ˜q. Moreover,
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we have
(7.26) ∆ “ δ2 ` Bδ ` δB “ B2u´2 ` pbB `Bbqu´1 “ p1´ T qu´1.
Thus, the compatibility with the ∆-operators follows from the compatibility with the T -operators.
Therefore, we have the following version of Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 7.9. Suppose that the maps pf, g, ϕq are T -compatible and the chain homotopy ϕ is
special. Then
(i) C˜6 :“ p sC6‚, b` B˜u´1, u´1, T q is a para-S-module.
(ii) f 6 : C6‚ Ñ C˜
6
‚ and g
6 : C˜6‚ Ñ C˜
6
‚ are S-maps such that
f 6g6 “ 1, g6f 6 “ 1` pb`Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb`Bu´1q.
In particular, we obtain an S-deformation retract of C6 to C˜6, and a T -deformation retract
of C7 to C˜7.
(iii) The chain homotopy ϕ6 is special.
Proof. The T -compatibility of the maps pf, g, ϕq ensure us the T -compatibility of the maps
pf 6, g6, ϕ6q. Granted this, the parts (ii) and (iii) then follow from the last two parts of Lemma 7.1
and from Remark 7.3. Moreover, by using (7.20) and (7.26) and the fact that b2 “ 0 we get
(7.27) p1´ T qu´1 “ B˜2u´2 ` pbB˜ ` B˜bqu´1 “
`
b` B˜u´1
˘2
.
As B˜ is compatible with u´1 and T it then follows that p sC6‚, b` B˜u´1, u´1, T q is a para-S-module.
The proof is complete. 
Remark 7.10. When C and sC are mixed complexes (i.e., bB ` Bb “ 0) the para-S-module C˜6 is
actually an S-module, since in this case T “ 1´pbB`Bbq “ 1. In particular, we recover the version
of the basic perturbation lemma for mixed complexes of Kassel [34] (see also [1, Lemma I.2]).
Remark 7.11. Write B “
ř
jě0 B
pjqu´j, with Bpjq :“ fpBϕqjBg. Then (7.27) implies that
bBp0q `Bp0qb “ 1´ T,
ÿ
p`q“j´1
BppqBpqq ` bBpjq `Bpjqb “ 0, j ě 1.
Thus, if Bpjq “ 0 for j ě 1, then p sC, b,Bp0qq is a parachain complex whose para-S-module is
precisely C˜6.
Remark 7.12. In general, C˜6 need not be the para-S-module of a parachain complex. This shows
the relevance of considering para-S-modules when attempting to apply perturbation lemmas in
the setting of parachain complexes.
Further elaborating on Remark 7.11 we have the following result.
Lemma 7.13. Suppose that the maps pf, g, ϕq are T -compatible and the chain homotopy ϕ is
special. Assume further that
(7.28) fBg “ B and fpBϕqjBg “ 0 for j ě 1.
Then the following holds.
(i) f 6 : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ and g6 : sC6‚ Ñ C6‚ are S-maps and coextensions of f and g, respectively.
(ii) We have
f 6g6 “ 1, g6f 6 “ 1` pb`Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb`Bu´1q.
In particular, we obtain an S-deformation retract of C6 to sC6 and a T -deformation retract
of C7 to sC7.
(iii) The chain homotopy ϕ6 is special.
Proof. The assumptions (7.28) and Remark 7.11 ensure us that the para-S-module C˜6 of the
first part of Lemma 7.9 agrees with sC6. The result then follows from the last two parts of
Lemma 7.9. 
When f is already a map of parachain complexes we have the following statement.
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Lemma 7.14. Suppose that f is a map of parachain complexes, the maps pg, ϕq are T -compatible,
and the chain homotopy ϕ is special. Then
(i) g6 : sC6‚ Ñ C6‚ is an S-map and a co-extension of g.
(ii) We have
fg6 “ 1, g6f “ 1` pb`Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb`Bu´1q.
In particular, this provides us with an S-deformation retract of C6 to sC6 and a T -deformation
retract of C7 to sC7.
(iii) The chain homotopy ϕ6 is special.
Proof. The fact that f is a map of parachain complexes ensures us it is compatible with the
operators T “ 1 ´ pbB ` Bbq and δ “ Bu´1. As fg “ 1, we can argue in the same way as in
Remark 7.5 to show that f 6 “ f and the conditions (7.28) are satisfied. The result then follows
from Lemma 7.13. 
Finally, when C and sC are mixed complexes (i.e., when T “ 1) we can relax the assumptions
on the chain homotopy ϕ (compare [1, 34]). Namely, by using Lemma 7.7 and Remark 7.8 we
obtain the following result.
Lemma 7.15. Suppose that C and sC are mixed complexes. Assume further that f is a map of
mixed complexes and fϕ “ 0. Then
(i) g6 : sC6‚ Ñ C6‚ is an S-map and a co-extension of g.
(ii) We have
fg6 “ 1, g6f “ 1` pb `Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb `Bu´1q, fϕ6 “ 0.
This provides us with an S-deformation retract of C6 to sC6 and a T -deformation retract
of C7 to sC7.
7.3. Some Applications. It is well known that a map of mixed complexes is a quasi-isomorphism
at the cyclic chain level if and only if it is an isomorphism at the ordinary chain level (see, e.g.,
[42]). As a first application of the results of this section we shall prove the following version of
that result for parachain complexes.
Proposition 7.16. Suppose that C “ pC‚, b, Bq and sC “ p sC‚, b, Bq are parachain complexes, and
let f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ be a parachain complex map. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) f gives rise to a T -deformation retract of pC‚, bq to p sC‚, bq.
(ii) f gives rise to an S-deformation retract of C6 to sC6.
Furthermore, if (i) and (ii) hold, then we get a T -deformation retract of C7 to sC7.
Proof. Suppose that f gives rise to a T -deformation retract of pC‚, bq to p sC‚, bq. That is, there is
a T -compatible chain map g : p sC‚, bq Ñ pC‚, bq and a T -compatible k-linear map ϕ : C‚ Ñ C‚`1
satisfying (7.25). As pointed out in Remark 7.6, we may assume that the chain homotopy ϕ is
special, since fg “ 1 and b2 “ 0. Lemma 7.14 then produces a coextension g6 : sC6‚ Ñ C6‚ which
is a right-inverse of f on sC6 and a S-homotopy left-inverse on C6‚. This gives an S-deformation
retract of C6 to sC6, and so by Proposition 2.9 we obtain a T -deformation retract of C7 to sC7.
Conversely, suppose there are an S-map g6 : sC6‚ Ñ C6‚ and an pS, T q-compatible k-linear map
ϕ6 : C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚`1 such that
(7.29) fg6 “ 1, g6f “ 1` pb`Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb`Bu´1q.
Set g6 “
ř
jě0 g
pjqu´j and ϕ6 “
ř
jě0 ϕ
pjqu´j, where gpjq : C‚ Ñ C‚`2j and ϕ
pjq : C‚ Ñ C‚`2j`1
are T -compatible k-linear maps. We observe that the zeroth degree component parts of fg6,
g6f , and 1 ` pb ` Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb ` Bu´1q are fgp0q, gp0qf , and 1 ` bϕp0q ` ϕp0qb, respectively.
Therefore, taking zeroth degree component parts in both equalities in (7.29) gives fgp0q “ 1 and
gp0qf “ 1` bϕp0q ` ϕp0qb. In particular, we get a T -deformation retract of pC‚, bq to p sC‚, bq. The
proof is complete. 
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Applying the above result to the canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ of a parachain complex
provides us with the following characterization of property (DR) for para-S-modules associated
with parachain complexes.
Corollary 7.17. Let C “ pC‚, b, Bq be a parachain complex. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) The para-S-module C6 has property (DR).
(ii) The canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ gives rise to a T -deformation retract of pC‚, bq
to pCT,‚, bq.
Remark 7.18. A parachain complex pC‚, b, Bq such that the canonical projection piT : pC‚, bq Ñ
pCT,‚, bq is a quasi-isomorphism is called a homological skycraper in [38].
8. Comparison of the Para-S-Modules C66 and C6
When C is a cyclic module, Connes [8] showed that C66 and C6 are quasi-isomorphic chain
complexes (see also [42, 43]). Subsequently, Kassel [34] exhibited a deformation retract of C66 to
C6 when C is an H-unital precyclic module. In addition, he pointed out that his deformation
retract could be obtained by using the basic perturbation lemma, and the B-operator would
naturally re-appear from this process (cf. [34, Remarque 5.3]).
In this section, by elaborating on Kassel’s observation we shall extend toH-unital para-precyclic
modules the aforementioned equivalence results. This will use the generalization of the basic per-
turbation lemma given by Lemma 7.1. In particular, as we shall see, and further confirming
Kassel’s observation, the B-differential (5.5) naturally arises from the perturbation of the defor-
mation retract of pC66‚ , δq to pC
6
‚, bq.
The deformation retract of pC66‚ , δq to pC
6
‚, bq is obtained as follows. We have a natural k-module
embedding I0 : C
6
‚ Ñ C
66
‚ given by
I0pxu
pq “ xu2p, x P C‚.
As I0bpxu
pq “ I0pbxu
pq “ bxu2p “ δpxu2pq “ δI0pxu
pq, we see that I0 is a chain map from pC
6
‚, bq
to pC66‚ , δq.
We also have a natural projection J0 : C
66
‚ Ñ C
6
‚ given by
J0pxu
2pq “ xup, J0pxu
2p`1q “ 0.
As J0δpxu
2pq “ J0pbxu
2pq “ bxup “ bJ0pxu
2pq and J0δpxu
2p`1q “ J0pbxu
2p`1q “ 0 “ bJ0pxu
2p`1q,
we also see that J0 is a chain map from pC
66
‚ , δq to pC
6
‚, bq.
Let h : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚`1 be the k-linear map defined by
hpxu2pq “ 0, hpxu2p`1q “ s1xu2p`1.
Lemma 8.1. We have
(8.1) J0I0 “ 1, I0J0 “ 1` δh` hδ.
In particular, we get a deformation retract of pC66‚ , δq to pC
6
‚, bq. In addition, the chain homotopy
h is special.
Proof. Let x P C‚. We have J0I0pxu
pq “ J0pxu
pq “ 1, and so J0I0 “ 1. Likewise, we have
I0J0pxu
2pq “ I0pxu
pq “ xu2p. As h “ 0 on C‚u
2p, we also get pδh ` hδqpxu2pq “ hrbxu2ps “ 0.
Thus,
(8.2) p1` δh` hδqpxu2pq “ xu2p “ I0J0pxu
2pq.
Note also that I0J0pxu
2p`1q “ 0. Moreover, we have
pδh` hδqpxu2p`1q “ δrs1xu2p`1s ´ hrb1xu2p`1s “ ´pb1s1 ` s1b1qxu2p`1 “ ´xu2p`1.
Therefore, we see that p1` δh`hδqpxu2p`1q “ 0 “ I0J0pxu
2p`1q. Combining this with (8.2) gives
the homotopy formula I0J0 “ 1` δh` hδ.
In addition, we have h2pxu2pq “ 0 and h2pxu2p`1q “ ps1q2xu2p`1 “ 0, and so h2 “ 0. As
hI0pxu
pq “ hpxu2pq “ 0, we also see that hI0 “ 0. In addition, we have J0hpxu
2pq “ 0 and
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J0hpxu
2p`1q “ J0ps
1xu2p`1q “ 0, and so J0h “ 0. All this shows that the chain homotopy h is
special. The proof is complete. 
We seek for applying Lemma 7.1 to the deformation retract (8.1). That is, for the para-
twin complexes pC66‚ , δ, Bq and pC
6
‚, b, Bu
´1q, where the respective roles of the maps pf, g, ϕq are
played by the maps pJ0, I0, hq. As pC
6
‚, b, Bu
´1q is a parachain complex, its ∆-operator (7.10) is
p1´ T qu´1. Using Lemma 6.1 we also see that the ∆-operator of pC66‚ , δ, Bq is given by
∆ “ B2 ` δB ` Bδ “ p1´ T qu´2.
It is immediate from their definitions that the maps pJ0, I0, hq are T -compatible. It is also straight-
forward to check that J0u
´2 “ u´1J0, I0u
´1 “ u´2I0 and hu
´2 “ u´2h. Therefore, we see that the
maps pJ0, I0, hq are ∆-compatible. Together with Lemma 8.1 this allows us to apply Lemma 7.1.
Let ph˜, J˜ , I˜ , B˜q be the maps (7.3)–(7.4) and (7.7) associated with ph, J0, I0, Bq. Namely,
(8.3) h˜ “
ÿ
jě0
hpBhqj , J˜ “ J0p1` Bh˜q, I˜ “ p1 ` h˜BqI0, B˜ “ J0pB ` Bh˜BqI0.
By Lemma 7.1 these maps provide us with a deformation retract from pC66‚ , δ ` Bq to pC
6
‚, b` B˜q.
It just remains to identify them.
Let I : C6‚ Ñ C
66
‚ be the k-linear map defined by
(8.4) Ipxu0q “ xu0, Ipxupq “ xu2p ` s1Nxu2p´1, p ě 1.
We also define the k-linear map J : C66‚ Ñ C
6
‚ by
(8.5) Jpxu2pq “ xup, Jpxu2p`1q “ p1 ´ τqs1xup, p ě 0.
Lemma 8.2. We have
h˜ “ h, J˜ “ J, I˜ “ I, B˜ “ Bu´1.
Proof. Let x P C‚. We have
(8.6) Bhpxu2pq “ 0 and Bhpxu2p`1q “ Bps1xu2p`1q “ p1´ τqs1xu2p.
This implies that hBhpxu2pq “ 0 and hBhpxu2p`1q “ hrp1´ τqs1xu2ps “ 0, and hence hBh “ 0. It
then follows that h˜ “
ř
jě0 hpBhq
j “ h. As a result we can substitute h for h˜ in the definitions of
pI˜ , J˜ , B˜q in (8.3).
By using (8.6) we get J˜pxu2pq “ J0p1` Bhqpxu
2pq “ J0pxu
2pq “ xup. We also get
J˜pxu2pq “ J0p1` Bhqpxu
2p`1q “ J0B
“
s1xu2p`1
‰
“ J0
“
p1´ τqs1xu2p
‰
“ p1´ τqs1xup.
It then follows that J˜ “ J . We also have hBI0pxu
0q “ hBpxu0q “ 0. If p ě 1, then hBI0pxu
pq “
hBpxupq “ 0. If p ě 1, then
(8.7) hBI0 pxu
pq “ hB
`
xu2p
˘
“ h
`
Nxu2p´1
˘
“ s1Nxu2p´1.
This shows that hBI0 “ s
1Nu´1I0u
´1, and so I˜ “ p1` hBqI0 “ p1` s
1Nu´1qI0 “ I.
We also have J0BI0pxu
pq “ J0Bpxu
2pq “ J0pNxu
2p´1q “ 0, and so J0BI0 “ 0. In addition, we
have J0BhBI0pxu
0q “ J0BhBpxu
0q “ 0 “ Bu´1pxu0q. If p ě 1, then by (8.7) we have hBI0pxu
pq “
s1Nxu2p´1, and so we get
J0BhBI0pxu
pq “ J0B
`
s1Nxu2p´1
˘
“ J0
“
p1´ τqs1Nxu2p´1
‰
“ Bxup´1.
Therefore, we see that J0BhBI0 “ Bu
´1. Thus,
B˜ “ J0pB ` BhBqI0 “ J0BI0 ` J0BhBI0 “ Bu
´1.
The proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 8.3. Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be an H-unital para-precyclic k-module.
(1) The maps I : C6‚ Ñ C
66
‚ and J : C
66
‚ Ñ C
6
‚ given by (8.4)–(8.5) are S-maps.
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(2) We have
(8.8) JI “ 1, IJ “ 1` pB ` δqh` hpB ` δq.
This provides us with an S-deformation retract of C66 to C6.
(3) The chain homotopy h is special (i.e., Jh “ 0, hI “ 0, and h2 “ 0).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 8.2 that I and J are chains maps giving rise
to the deformation retract (8.8). Moreover, the chain homotopy h is special, in the sense that
Jh “ 0, hI “ 0, and h2 “ 0. As mentioned above, the chain homotopy h is compatible with the
operators u´2 and T on C66‚ . It follows from their definitions that I and J are T -compatible maps.
Moreover, it can be checked that Iu´1 “ u´2I and Ju´2 “ u´1J . Therefore, the maps I and J
are S-maps and the deformation retract (8.8) is an S-deformation retract of C66 to C6. The proof
is complete. 
Remark 8.4. When C is an H-unital precyclic module Proposition 8.3 was proved by Kassel [34].
Remark 8.5. It was shown by Loday-Quillen [43] that the chain map I : C6‚ Ñ C
66
‚ given by (8.4)
is a quasi-isomorphism when C is the cyclic module of an unital k-algebra and k is commutative.
9. Comparison of C66 and Cλ
When C is a precyclic k-module with k Ą Q, Kassel [34] used a version of the basic perturbation
lemma to construct a deformation retract of the chain complex C66 to Connes’ cyclic complex Cλ.
In this section, we seek for a similar result for para-precyclic modules by using the perturbation
theory of Section 7. In particular, this approach avoids using the cyclic relation τm`1 “ 1, which
is used in [34], but is not available in general with para-precyclic modules.
Recall that if C “ pC‚, d, tq is a precyclic k-module, then its cyclic chain complex in the sense
of Connes [7, 8, 9] is Cλ “ pCλ‚ , bq, where
(9.1) Cλm “ Cm{ ranp1´ τq, m ě 0.
Here τ is given by (5.3) and the differential b is induced from the Hochschild differential b : C‚ Ñ
C‚´1. Indeed, as bp1 ´ τq “ p1 ´ τqb
1 this operator descends to a unique k-linear differential
b : Cλ‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´1. More generally, if C “ pC‚, d, tq is any para-precyclic k-module, then we can
define the k-modules Cλm, m ě 0, as in (9.1). As we still have the relation bp1´ τq “ p1´ τqb
1, the
Hoschschild differential descends to a k-linear differential b : Cλ‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´1, and so we get a chain
complex Cλ :“ pCλ‚ , bq.
In what follows, we assume we are given a para-precyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, tq. We let
piλ : C‚ Ñ C
λ
‚ be the canonical projection of C‚ onto C
λ
‚ . We also let pi
66
0
: C66‚ Ñ C‚ be the
projection onto the zeroth degree component C‚u
0 “ C‚. That is, pi
66
0
pxu0q “ x and pi66
0
pxupq “ 0
for p ě 1. Set pi66 :“ piλpi66
0
; this is the k-linear map from C66‚ to Cλ‚ such that
pi66pxu0q “ xλ, pi66pxupq “ 0, p ě 1.
Lemma 9.1. We have
pi
66
0
B “ p1´ τqpi66
0
u´1, pi
66
0
δ “ bpi66, pi66B “ 0, pi66δ “ bpi66.
In particular, the projection pi66 : C66 Ñ Cλ is a chain map.
Proof. Let x P C‚. If p ě 2, then Bpxu
pq and u´1pxupq “ xup´1 are both contained in ‘qě1C‚u
q “
kerpi66
0
, and so pi66
0
Bpxupq “ 0 “ p1 ´ τqpi66
0
u´1pxupq. As Bpxu0q “ 0 “ u´1pxu0q we also have
pi
66
0
Bpxu0q “ 0 “ p1 ´ τqpi66
0
u´1pxu0q. In addition, by definition Bpxuq “ p1 ´ τqxu0, and so
we have pi66
0
Bpxuq “ p1 ´ τqx “ p1 ´ τqpi66
0
pxu0q “ p1 ´ τqpi66
0
u´1pxuq. Therefore, we see that
pi
66
0
B “ p1´ τqpi66
0
u´1, and hence pi66B “ piλp1´ τqpi66
0
u´1 “ 0.
Given any x P C‚ we have pi
66
0
δpxu0q “ pi66
0
pbxu0q “ bx “ bpi66
0
pxu0q. Moreover, if p ě 1, then
xup and δpxupq are both contained in in ‘qě1C‚u
q “ kerpi66
0
, and hence pi66
0
δpxupq “ 0 “ bpi66
0
pxupq.
This shows that pi66
0
δ “ bpi66. As bpiλ “ piλb, we further see that pi66δ “ piλbpi66
0
“ bpi66. The lemma
is proved. 
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From now on we assume that k Ą Q. In what follows, given x P Cm, m ě 0, we set
xˆ “ pm` 1q´1x and Nˆx “ Nxˆ.
We then let ν : C‚ Ñ C
66
‚ be the k-linear map defined by
νpxq “ Nˆxu0, x P C‚.
For j ě 0, set NjpXq “
ř
ℓďjX
ℓ P krXs. Note that Xj`1 ´ 1 “ pX ´ 1qNjpXq. In addition,
let DmpXq P krXs be the polynomial given by
(9.2) DmpXq “
ÿ
0ďjďm
pm´ jqXj “
ÿ
0ďjďm´1
NjpXq.
We observe that
(9.3) NmpXq ´ pm` 1q “
ÿ
0ďjďm
pXj ´ 1q “
ÿ
1ďjďm
pX ´ 1qNj´1pXq “ pX ´ 1qDmpXq.
Let Dˆ : C‚ Ñ C‚ be the k-linear map defined by
(9.4) Dˆx :“ Dmpτqxˆ “
ÿ
0ďjďm
pm´ jqτ j xˆ, x P C‚.
Note that by (9.3) we have
(9.5) Nˆ ` p1 ´ τqDˆ “ 1.
We then let ϕ : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚ be the k-linear map defined by
(9.6) ϕpxu2pq “ ´Dˆxu2p`1, ϕpxu2p`1q “ ´xˆu2p`2, x P C‚.
Lemma 9.2 (compare [34]). We have
Bν “ 0, pi66
0
ν “ Nˆ , νpi66
0
“ 1` Bϕ` ϕB.
Proof. As the range of ν is contained in C‚u
0 Ă ker B, we have Bν “ 0. Let x P C‚. We have
pi
66
0
νpxq “ pi66
0
pNˆxu0q “ Nˆx, and so pi66
0
ν “ Nˆ . By using (9.5) we also see that p1` ϕB ` Bϕqpxu0q
is equal to
xu0 ´ BpDˆxuq “
”
1´ p1´ τqDˆ
ı
xu0 “ Nˆxu0 “ νpxq “ νpi66
0
pxu0q.
If p ě 1, then pϕB ` Bϕqpxu2pq is equal to
ϕpNxu2p´1q ´ BpDˆxu2p`1q “ ´
´
Nˆ ` p1´ τqDˆ
¯
xu2p “ ´xu2p.
This gives p1` ϕB` Bϕqpxu2pq “ 0 “ νpi66
0
pxu2pq. In addition, if p ě 0, then pϕB ` Bϕqpxu2p`1q is
equal to
ϕ
“
p1´ τqxu2p
‰
´ Bpxˆu2p`1q “ ´
´
p1 ´ τqDˆ ` Nˆ
¯
xu2p`1 “ ´xu2p`1.
Thus, as above, we have p1`ϕB`Bϕqpxu2p`1q “ 0 “ νpi66
0
pxu2p`1q. All this shows that 1`ϕB`Bϕ
agrees with νpi66
0
on all C66‚ . The proof is complete. 
As it turns out, Lemma 9.1 and Lemma 9.2 allows us to apply Lemma 7.7 to the para-twin
complexes pC66‚ , B, δq and pC‚, 0, bq and the maps pi
66
0
: C66‚ Ñ C‚ and ν : C‚ Ñ C
66
‚ . More precisely,
in the notation of Section 7 the ∆-operator of pC‚, 0, bq is zero and it follows from Lemma 6.1 that
the ∆-operator of pC66‚ , B, δq is zero as well. In addition, by Lemma 9.1 and Lemma 9.2 the map
pi
66
0
is compatible with the δ-operators, the map ν is compatible with the B-operators and pi0ϕ “ 0.
Therefore, the assumptions of Lemma 7.7 are fulfilled.
Let ϕ66 : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚`1 and ν
66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
66
‚ be the k-linear maps defined by
(9.7) ϕ66 “
ÿ
jě0
pϕδqjϕ and ν66
0
“ p1` ϕ66δqνλ “
ÿ
jě0
pϕδqjν.
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We also introduce the k-linear map µ66 : C‚ Ñ C
66
‚ given by
µ66pxq “
ÿ
jě0
pϕδqjpxˆu0q, x P C‚.
Note that ν66
0
pxq “ µ66pNxq, since νpxq “ Nxˆu0. In addition, for x P Cm, we set bˆ
1x “ m´1bx,
with the convention that bˆ1x “ 0 when m “ 0.
Lemma 9.3. Let C be a para-precyclic k-module, and assume that k Ą Q.
(1) We have
pB ` δqν66
0
“ ν66
0
b´ p1´ T qµ66b1Dˆ,(9.8)
pi
66
0
ν
66
0
“ 1´ p1 ´ τqDˆ, ν66
0
pi
66
0
“ 1` pB ` δqϕ66 ` ϕ66pB ` δq,(9.9)
ν
66
0
p1´ τq “ p1´ T qµ66, pi66
0
ϕ66 “ 0.(9.10)
(2) For all x P C‚, we have
(9.11) ν66
0
pxq “
ÿ
jě0
p´1qjp1 ´ Dˆbuqpbˆ1DˆbqjNˆxu2j .
Proof. In the current setup (7.22) and (7.24) give
pi
66
0
ν
66
0
“ pi66
0
ν, ν
66
0
pi
66
0
“ 1` pB ` δqϕ66 ` ϕ66pB ` δq, pi66
0
ϕ66 “ 0.
As by (9.5) and Lemma 9.2 we have pi66
0
ν “ Nˆ “ 1´ p1´ τqDˆ, we see that pi66
0
ν
66
0
“ 1´ p1´ τqDˆ.
Thus, in the notation of (7.23) we have
δ˜ “ bpi66
0
ν “ b´ bp1´ τqDˆ “ b´ p1´ τqb1Dˆ.
We also observe that
ν
66
0
p1 ´ τq “ µ66Np1´ τq “ µ66p1´ T q “ p1 ´ T qµ66.
Therefore, the chain map property (7.21) gives
pB ` δqν66
0
“ ν66
0
p0 ` δ˜q “ ν66
0
b´ ν66
0
p1 ´ τqb1Dˆ “ ν66
0
b´ p1´ T qµ66b1Dˆ.
It remains to prove (9.11). Let x P C‚. We have
pϕδqpxu2pq “ ϕpbxu2p`1q “ ´Dˆbxu2p`1,(9.12)
pϕδqpxu2p`1q “ ´ϕpb1xu2p`1q “ bˆ1xu2p`2.(9.13)
An induction then shows, for all j ě 0, we have
(9.14) pϕδq2jpxu0q “ p´1qjpbˆ1Dˆbqjxu2j , pϕδq2j`1pxu0q “ p´1qj`1Dˆbpbˆ1Dˆbqjxu2j`1.
Thus,
(9.15) µ66pxq “
ÿ
jě0
pϕδqjpxˆu0q “
ÿ
jě0
p´1qjp1´ Dˆbuqpbˆ1Dˆbqj xˆu2j.
As ν66
0
“ µ66N we obtain (9.11). The proof is complete. 
Remark 9.4. For future purpose we record the following formulas for the chain homotopy ϕ66 that
we get from (9.12)–(9.13). Namely, for all x P C‚, we have
ϕ66pxu2pq “
ÿ
jě0
p´1qj`1p1 ` bˆ1uqpDˆbbˆ1qjDˆxu2p`2j`1,(9.16)
ϕ66pxu2p`1q “
ÿ
jě0
p´1qj`1p1´ Dˆbuqpbˆ1Dˆbqj xˆu2p`2j`2.(9.17)
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As RT‚ Ă ranp1´ τq, the chain map pi
66 : C66‚ Ñ Cλ‚ descends to a unique k-linear chain map
spi66 : C66T,‚ ÝÑ Cλ‚ , spi66piT “ pi6 “ piλpi660 .
Moreover, it follows from (9.10) that ν66
0
pranp1´τqq Ă RT‚ , and so the k-linear map ν
66
0
: C‚ Ñ C
66
‚
also descends to a k-linear map,
(9.18) sν66 : Cλ‚ ÝÑ C66T,‚, sν66piλ “ piT ν660 .
It also follows from (9.16)–(9.17) that the homotopy ϕ66 is compatible with the T -operators.
Therefore, it descends to a unique k-linear map sϕ66 : C66T,‚ Ñ C66T,‚`1 such that sϕ66piT “ piT sϕ66.
Proposition 9.5. Suppose that C is a para-precyclic k-module and k Ą Q. Then the k-linear
map sν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C66T,‚ is a chain map such that
spi66sν66 “ 1, sν66spi66 “ 1` 1` pB ` δqsϕ66 ` sϕ66pB ` δq, spi66 sϕ66 “ 0.
In particular, we obtain a deformation retract of C66T to C
λ.
Proof. We observe that rpB ` δqsν66 ´ sν66bspiλ is equal to
pδ ` δqsν66piλ ´ sν66piλb “ pδ ` δqpiT ν660 piλ ´ piT ν660 b “ piT ”pδ ` δqν660 piλ ´ ν660 bı .
As by (9.8) the range of pδ`δqν66
0
piλ´ν66
0
b is contained in RT,66‚ , we see that rpB`δqsν66´sν66bspiλ “ 0.
This implies that pB ` δqsν66 “ sν66b on Cλ‚ , i.e., sν66 is a chain map.
We have spi66sν66piλ “ spi66piT ν660 “ piλpi660 ν660 . Therefore, by using (9.9) we get
(9.19) spi66sν66piλ “ piλr1´ p1´ τqDˆs “ piλ.
It then follows that spi66sν66piλ “ 1 on on Cλ‚ .
We have sν66spi66piT “ sν66piλpi660 “ piT ν660 pi660 . Combining this with (9.9) then givessν66spi66piT “ piT “1` pB ` δqϕ66 ` ϕ66pB ` δq‰ “ piT ` pB ` δqpiTϕ6 ` piTϕ66pB ` δq.
As pB ` δqpiTϕ
66 “ pB ` δqsϕ66piT and piTϕ66pB ` δq “ sϕ66piT pB ` δq “ sϕ66pB ` δqpiT , we get
sν66spi66piT “ r1` pB ` δqsϕ66 ` sϕ66pB ` δqspiT .
This implies that sν66spi66 “ 1 ` pB ` δqsϕ66 ` sϕ66pB ` δq on C66T,‚. Likewise, as by (9.10) we havespi66 sϕ66piT “ spi66piTϕ66 “ piTpi660 ϕ66 “ 0, we see that spi66 sϕ66piT “ 0 on on C66T,‚. The proof is
complete. 
It is worth specializing Proposition 9.5 to precyclic k-modules. In this case spi66 is just the
original projection pi66 and sϕ66 agrees with the original chain homotopy is ϕ66. Furthermore, as
T “ 1 the equality (9.8) gives pB ` δqν66
0
“ ν66
0
b. Thus, in the precyclic case it is immediate that
ν
66
0
descends to a unique k-linear chain map,
(9.20) ν66 : Cλ‚ ÝÑ C
66
‚ , ν
66piλ “ ν66
0
.
Therefore, we arrive at the following statement.
Corollary 9.6 (see also [34]). Suppose that C is a precyclic k-module and k Ą Q. Then we have
(9.21) pi66ν66 “ 1, ν66pi66 “ 1` 1` pB ` δqϕ66 ` ϕ66pB ` δq, pi66ϕ66 “ 0.
In particular, this provides us with a deformation retract of C66 to Cλ.
Remark 9.7. When C is a precyclic module it is well known that the projection pi66 : C66‚ Ñ Cλ‚ is
a quasi-isomorphism [8] (see also [42, 43]).
Remark 9.8. When C is a precyclic k-module we recover the deformation retract of C66 to Cλ
produced by Kassel [34] as follows. For m ě 0 set D˜mpXq “
řm
j“0 jX
j P krXs, and let Dˇ : C‚ Ñ
C‚ be the k-linear map defined by
Dˇx “ D˜mpτqxˆ, x P Cm, m ě 0.
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We have D˜mpτq “
řm
j“0pm ´ jqτ
m´j “ τmDmpτ
´1q. By combining this with (9.5) and the
equality τm`1 “ 1, it can be shown that, when C is precyclic, we have
Nˆ ´ p1 ´ τqDˇ “ 1.
Therefore, in the precyclic case, we obtain an alternative chain homotopy satisfying (9.21) by
substituting ´Dˇ for Dˆ in the formula (9.6) for ϕ. This gives back the chain homotopy used by
Kassel [34]. We then recover his formula for the homotopy inverse of pi66 by substituting ´Dˇ for
Dˆ in the formula (9.11).
Suppose that C is a quasi-precyclic k-module, so that C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘ R
T
‚ . Let pi
T : C‚ Ñ C‚ be
the projection onto CT‚ defined by this splitting. This is a para-precyclic k-module map, and so it
gives rise to a chain map pi : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚ . By Proposition 6.7 this chain map is chain homotopic to
the identity map. Namely, we have piT “ 1 ` pB ` δqh66 ` h66pB ` δq, where h66 is given by (6.5).
We observe that (9.10) implies that piT ν66
0
p1´ τq “ piT p1´ T qµ66 “ 0, and so piT ν66
0
descends to a
unique k-linear map,
(9.22) νT,66 : Cλ‚ ÝÑ C
66
‚ , ν
T,66piλ “ piT ν66
0
.
We also let ϕT,66 : C66‚ Ñ C
66
‚`1 be the k-linear map defined by
ϕ66 “ h66 ` ϕ66piT “ h66 ` piTϕ66.
Proposition 9.9. Assume that C is a quasi-precyclic k-module and k Ą Q. Then the k-linear
map νT,66 : Cλ Ñ C66‚ is a chain map such that
pi66νT,66 “ 1, νT,66pi66 “ 1` pB ` δqϕT,66 ` ϕT,66pB ` δq, pi66ϕT,66 “ 0.
In particular, we obtain a deformation retract of C66 to Cλ.
Proof. Like the canonical projection piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚, the projection pi
T is a para-precyclic k-linear
map that is annihilated by RT‚ . Thus, by using the equality ν
T,66piλ “ piT ν66
0
and arguing along
similar lines as that of the proof of Proposition 9.5 it can be shown that νT,66 : Cλ Ñ C66‚ is a
chain map. In addition, as pi66piT “ pi66, in the same way as in (9.19) we have
pi66νT,66piλ “ pi66piT ν66
0
“ piλpi66
0
ν
66
0
“ piλr1´ p1 ´ τqDˆs “ piλ.
Therefore, we see that pi66νT,66 “ 1 on Cλ‚ .
We also have νT,66pi66 “ νT,66pi66pi66
0
“ piT ν66
0
pi
66
0
. Thus, by using (9.9) we get
νT,66pi66 “ piT
“
1` pB ` δqϕ66 ` ϕ66pB ` δq
‰
“ piT ` pB ` δqppiTϕ66q ` ppiTϕ66qpB ` δq.
Combining this with the homotopy formula piT “ 1` pB ` δqh66 ` h66pB ` δq then gives
νT,66pi66 “ 1` pB ` δqph66 ` ϕ66piT q ` ph66 ` ϕ66piT qpB ` δq
“ 1` pB ` δqϕT,66 ` ϕT,66pB ` δq.
Thanks to (9.10) we have pi66ϕ66 “ piλpi66
0
ϕ66 “ 0. As mentioned in Remark 6.8 the range of h66
is contained in RT,66 Ă ranp1´ τq, and so pi66h66 “ 0. Thus, pi66ϕT,66 “ pi66h66`pi66ϕ66piT “ 0. The
proof is complete. 
10. Comparison of C6 and Cλ
When C is a precyclic k-module it is well known that if k Ą Q, then the chain complexes C6
and Cλ are quasi-isomorphic [7, 8, 9] (see also [43]). In this section, we shall combine the results
of the previous two sections to compare C6 and Cλ in the case of H-unital para-precyclic modules.
Throughout this section we assume that k Ą Q, and let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be an H-unital
preparacyclic k-module. Let pi0 : C
6
‚ Ñ C‚ be the natural projection onto the zeroth degree
summand C‚u
0 “ C‚. By composing it with the projection pi
λ : C‚ Ñ C
λ
‚ we get natural
projection pi6 :“ piλpi6
0
: C6‚ Ñ C
λ
‚ . Thus,
(10.1) pi6pxu0q “ xλ, pi6pxupq “ 0, p ě 1.
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Note that pi6
0
“ pi66
0
I and pi6 “ pi66I. We also observe that
(10.2) pi6
0
b “ bpi6
0
, pi
6
0
B “ Bpi6
0
, pi6b “ bpi6, pi6B “ 0.
In particular, this implies that pi6 : C6‚ Ñ Cλ‚ is a chain map.
Let ν6
0
: C‚ Ñ C
6
‚ and ϕ
6 : C6‚ Ñ C‚ be the k-linear maps defined by
ν
6
0
“ Jν66
0
, ϕ6 “ Jϕ66I.
We also set µ6 “ Jµ66, where µ66 : C‚ Ñ C
66 is given by (9.15).
Lemma 10.1. Suppose that C is an H-unital para-precyclic k-module and k Ą Q.
(1) We have
pb `Bu´1qν6
0
“ ν6
0
b´ p1´ T qµ6b1Dˆ,(10.3)
pi
6
0
ν
6
0
“ 1´ p1´ τq
”
1` s1DˆbNˆ
ı
,(10.4)
ν
6
0
pi
6
0
“ 1` pb`Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb `Bu´1q,(10.5)
ν
6
0
p1´ τq “ p1´ T qµ6, pi6
0
ϕ6 “ ´p1´ τqs1bˆDˆpi6
0
.(10.6)
(2) For all x P C‚, we have
(10.7) ν6
0
pxq “
ÿ
jě0
p´1qj
”
1´ p1´ τqs1Dˆb
ı
pbˆ1DˆbqjNˆxuj .
Proof. By (9.10) we have ν6
0
p1´ τq “ Jν66
0
p1´ τq “ Jp1´T qµ66 “ p1´T qµ6. As J is a chain map
we also have pb`Bu´1qν6
0
“ pb`Bu´1qJν66
0
“ JpB ` δqν66
0
. Combining this with (9.8) then gives
pb`Bu´1qν6
0
“ Jν66
0
b ´ p1´ T qJµ66b1D “ ν6
0
b´ p1 ´ T qµ6b1Dˆ.
Moreover, by using (9.9) we see that ν6
0
pi
6
0
is equal to
Jpν66
0
pi
66
0
qI “ J
“
1` pB ` δqϕ66 ` ϕ66pB ` δq
‰
J
“ JI ` pb`Bu´1qJϕ66I ` Jϕ66Ipb `Bu´1q
“ 1` pb`Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb`Bu´1q.
It follows from the formulas (8.5) and (9.11) for J and ν66
0
that, given any x P C‚, we have
ν
6
0
pxq “
ÿ
jě0
p´1qjJ
”
pbˆ1DˆbqjNˆxu2j ´ Dˆbpbˆ1DˆbqjNˆxu2j`1
ı
“
ÿ
jě0
p´1qj
”
1´ p1´ τqs1Dˆb
ı
pbˆ1DˆbqjNˆuj.
This proves (10.7). Combining this with the equality Nˆ ` p1´ τqDˆ “ 1 further gives
(10.8) pi0ν
6
0
“ Nˆ ´ p1´ τqs1DˆbNˆ “ 1´ p1 ´ τq
”
Dˆ ` s1DˆbNˆ
ı
.
We have pi6
0
ϕ6 “ pi6
0
Jϕ66I. It follows from (8.5) that we have
(10.9) pi6
0
J “ pi66
0
` p1´ τqs1pi66
0
u´1.
Let x P C‚. The formulas (9.16)–(9.17) implies that ϕ
66pxupq is contained in ‘qěp`1C‚u
q, and so
ϕ66pxupq “ 0 when p ě 1. As (9.6) shows that ϕpxu0q “ ´Dˆxu mod ‘qě2C‚u
q, we also get
pi
6
0
Jϕ66pxu0q “ ´pi66
0
J
´
Dˆxu
¯
“ ´p1´ τqs1Dˆx “ ´p1´ τqDˆpi66
0
pxu0q.
Therefore, we see that pi6
0
Jϕ66 “ ´p1´ τqDˆpi66
0
. As pi66
0
I “ pi6
0
, we then obtain
pi
6
0
ϕ6 “ pi6
0
Jϕ66I “ ´p1´ τqDˆs1pi66
0
I “ ´p1´ τqDˆpi6
0
.
The proof is complete. 
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Let piT : C‚ Ñ CT,‚ be the canonical projection of C‚ onto CT,‚. As this is a map of H-unital
para-precyclic k-modules, it gives rise to a chain map piT : C
6 Ñ C6T,‚. Therefore, in the same
way as with the projection pi66 above, the projection pi6 : C6‚ Ñ C
λ
‚ descends to a unique k-linear
chain map,
spi6 : C6T,‚ ÝÑ Cλ‚ , sν6piλ “ piTpi6.
It follows from (10.6) that piT ν
6
0
p1 ´ τq “ piT p1 ´ T qµ
6 “ 0. Therefore, the k-linear map
piT ν
6
0
: C‚ Ñ C
6
T,‚ descends to a unique k-linear map,
(10.10) sν6 : Cλ‚ ÝÑ C6T,‚, sν6piλ “ piT ν60.
In fact, as ν6
0
“ Jν66
0
, we have piT ν
6
0
“ piTJν
66
0
“ JpiT ν
66
0
“ Jsν66. Therefore, we see that sν6 “ Jsν66.
In particular, as J is a chain map, and sν66 is a chain map as well by Proposition 9.5, we see thatsν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C6T,‚ is a chain map.
In addition, as the chain homotopy ϕ6 : C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚`1 is compatible with the T -operator, it
descends to a unique k-linear map sϕ6 : C6T,‚ Ñ C6T,‚`1 such that sϕ66piT “ piTϕ6. By using
Lemma 10.1 and arguing along similar lines as that of the proof of Proposition 9.5 we then obtain
the following result.
Proposition 10.2. Suppose that C is an H-unital para-precyclic k-module and k Ą Q. Then
spi6sν6 “ 1, sν6spi6 “ 1` pb`Bu´1qsϕ6 ` sϕ6pb `Bu´1q, spi6 sϕ6 “ 0.
In particular, we obtain a deformation retract of C6T to C
λ.
Proof. By using Lemma 10.1 and arguing along similar lines as that of the proof of Proposition 9.5
it can be shown that spi6sν6 “ 1 and sν6spi6 “ 1`pb`Bu´1qsϕ6`sϕ6pb`Bu´1q. Moreover, by using (10.6)
we see that spi6 sϕ6piT “ spi6piTϕ6 “ piλpi60ϕ6 “ ´piλp1´ τqs1 bˆDˆ “ 0. It then follows that spi6 sϕ6 “ 0 on
C
6
T,‚. The proof is complete. 
It is interesting to specialize Proposition 10.2 to H-unital precyclic k-modules. In this case spi6
is just the projection pi6 and sϕ6 agrees with the chain homotopy ϕ6. Furthermore, as T “ 1 the
equalities (10.3) and (10.6) ensure us that ν6
0
p1 ´ τq “ 0 and ν6
0
b “ pb ` Bu´1qν6
0
. Thus, it is
immediate that ν6
0
descends to a unique k-linear chain map,
(10.11) ν6 : Cλ‚ ÝÑ C
6
‚, ν
6piλ “ ν6
0
.
Therefore, we obtain the following statement.
Corollary 10.3. Suppose that C is an H-unital precyclic k-module and k Ą Q. Then we have
pi6ν6 “ 1, ν6pi6 “ 1` pb`Bu´1qϕ6 ` ϕ6pb `Bu´1q, pi6ϕ6 “ 0.
In particular, we obtain a deformation retract of C6 to Cλ.
Suppose now that C is an H-unital quasi-precyclic k-module, so that C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ . Let pi
T :
C‚ Ñ C‚ be the projection of C‚ on C
T
‚ associated with this splitting. This is an H-unital para-
precyclic k-module map, and so it yields a chain map C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚. By Proposition 3.8 this chain map
is S-homotopy equivalent to the identity map. Namely, piT “ 1`pb`Bu´1qh`hpb`Bu´1q, where
h : C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚`1 is given by (3.5). Note also that by (10.6) we have pi
T ν
6
0
p1´ τq “ piT p1´T qµ6 “ 0,
and so piT ν6
0
descends to a unique k-linear map,
(10.12) νT,6 : Cλ‚ ÝÑ C
6
‚, ν
T,6piλ “ piT ν6
0
.
We also let ϕT,6 : C6‚ Ñ C
6
‚`1 be the k-linear map defined by
ϕT,6 “ h` ϕ6piT “ h` ϕ6piT .
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Proposition 10.4. Assume that C is an H-unital quasi-precyclic k-module and k Ą Q. Then the
k-linear map νT,6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
6
‚ is a chain map such that
pi6νT,6 “ 1, νT,6pi6 “ 1` pb `Bu´1qϕT,6 ` ϕT,6pb`Bu´1q, pi6ϕT,6 “ 0.
In particular, we obtain a deformation retract of C6 to Cλ.
Proof. By using Lemma 10.1 and arguing along similar lines as that of the proof of Proposition 9.9
we see that pi6νT,6 “ 1 and νT,6pi6 “ 1 ` pb ` Bu´1qϕT,6 ` ϕT,6pb ` Bu´1q. As mentioned in
Remark 2.13, the range of h is contained in RT,6 Ă ranp1´ τq, and so pi6h “ 0. By using (10.6) we
also get pi6ϕ6 “ piλpi6
0
ϕ6 “ ´piλp1´τqs1bˆDˆ “ 0. Therefore, we see that pi6ϕT,6 “ pi6h`pi6ϕ6piT “ 0.
The proof is complete. 
11. The Periodicity Operator
It was observed by Kassel [34] that, given any precyclic k-module C with k Ą Q, the deformation
retract of C66 to Connes’ complex Cλ allows us to get an alternative description of the periodicity
operator of Connes [7, 8, 9] in cyclic homology.
In this section, we further elaborate on Kassel’s approach to the periodicity operator. We shall
relate the periodicity operator to the comparison results of the previous sections between C66 and
Cλ for para-precyclic modules, and between C6 and Cλ in the H-unital case. We will also give a
few applications in periodic cyclic homology.
One feature of the approach of [34] is the use of a special chain homotopy in the construction of
the deformation retract of C66 and Cλ in the precyclic case. A special chain homotopy need not
be available in general in the setting of para-precyclic modules (cf. Remark 7.6). We shall bypass
this issue by using the almost chain homotopy inverse ν66
0
of Section 9. Not only will this allow us
to proceed in the para-precyclic case, this will also lead us to a simpler formula for the periodicity
operator and an equality with Connes’ periodicity at the level of chains, rather than at the cyclic
homology level (compare [34, 42]).
11.1. The periodicity operator on Cλ‚ . Suppose that k Ą Q, and let C be a (pre)cyclic k-
module. The cyclic homology of C is a module over the cyclic cohomology of k. By using Connes’
cyclic chain complex Cλ, this module structure is implemented at the chain level by combining the
canonical identification C‚ » kbkC‚ with the cap product with the Connes cyclic cochain complex
of k (see [7, 8, 9]). In fact, the cyclic cohomology of k is a polynomial ring over k generated by
the 2-cocycle such that σp1, 1, 1q “ 1. The action of σ on Cλ‚ is implemented by the chain map
S : Cλ‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´2 given by
(11.1) Spxλq “
1
pm´ 1qm
ÿ
0ďiăjďm
p´1qi`jpdidjxq
λ, x P Cm, m ě 2.
This is Connes’ periodicity operator. In particular, this turns the chain complex Cλ into an S-
module. In addition, this operator fits into Connes’ exact sequence in cyclic homology,
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H‚pCq
I
ÝÑ Hλ‚ pCq
S
ÝÑ Hλ‚´2pCq
B
ÝÑ H‚´1pCq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where H‚pCq (resp., H
λ
‚ pCq) is the Hochschild (resp., cyclic) homology of C (see [7, 8, 9]).
From now on, we assume that k Ą Q, and let C “ pC‚, d, tq be a para-precyclic k-module. It
is not possible to find a chain map S : Cλ‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´2 such that Spi
66 “ pi66u´2 or Sspi66 “ spi66u´2.
Nevertheless, by Proposition 9.5 the chain map spi66 has a right-inverse and chain homotopy left-
inverse. Namely, the embedding sν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C66T,‚ given by (9.11) and (9.18). Therefore, it is
natural to seek for a chain map S : Cλ‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´2 such that
(11.2) sν66S “ u´2sν66 for all x P C‚.
As we shall see this equation is satisfied by a unique k-linear chain map of degree ´2 and will
provide us with a solution of Spi66 “ pi66u´2 up to homotopy (see Proposition 11.2 below).
Let S0 : C‚ Ñ C‚´2 be the k-linear map defined by
S0x “ pi
66
0
`
u´2ν
66
0
pxq
˘
, x P C‚.
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We also introduce the k-linear map ψ66
0
: C66‚ Ñ C‚´1 given by
ψ
66
0
“ pi66
0
`
u´2ϕ66
˘
.
It follows from (9.16)–(9.17) that we have
(11.3) ψ66
0
pxu0q “ ´bˆ1Dˆx, ψ66
0
pxuq “ ´xˆ, ψ66
0
pxupq “ 0, p ě 2.
Lemma 11.1. Set ξ “ ´bˆ1Dˆb and η “ ´Dˆb. Then
S0 “ ξNˆ , S0p1´ τqx “ p1´ T qξxˆ, x P C‚,(11.4)
u´2ν
66
0
´ ν66
0
S0 “ p1´ T qµ
66ηDˆb1,(11.5)
S0pi
66
0
´ pi66
0
u´2 “ bψ66
0
` ψ66
0
pB ` δq ` p1´ τqpi66
0
pu´3ϕ66q,(11.6)
S0b “ bS0 ` p1´ τqηξNˆ ` p1´ T qξbˆ
1Dˆ.(11.7)
Proof. As by (9.11) we have ν66
0
“
ř
jě0p1 ` ηuqξ
jNˆu2j, we get
(11.8) u´2ν66
0
“
ÿ
jě1
p1` ηuqξjNˆu2j´2 “
ÿ
jě0
p1` ηuqξj`1Nˆu2j.
It then follows that S0 “ pi
66
0
pu´2ν66
0
q “ ξNˆ . Furthermore, given any x P C‚, we have
S0p1´ τqx “ ξNp1´ τqxˆ “ ξp1´ T qxˆ “ p1´ T qξxˆ.
As S0 “ ξNˆ we have ν
66
0
S0 “
ř
jě0p1 ` ηuqξ
jNˆξNˆu2j. Combining this with (11.8) and using
the equality Nˆ ` p1´ τqDˆ “ 1 gives
ν
66
0
S0 ´ u
´2ν
66
0
“
ÿ
jě0
p1` νuqξjpNˆ ´ 1qξNˆ “ ´
ÿ
jě0
p1 ` ηuqξjDˆp1´ τqξNˆ .
As by (9.15) we have µ66pxq “
ř
jě0p1` ηuqξ
j xˆ, x P C‚, we get
ν
66
0
S0 ´ u
´2ν
66
0
“ ´µ66Dp1´ τqξNˆ “ µ66Dp1´ τqbˆ1DˆbNˆ.
Thanks to the equality p1 ´ τqb “ p1´ τqb1 we have
Dp1 ´ τqbˆ1Dˆb “ Dˆbp1´ τqDˆb “ DˆbDˆp1´ τqb “ DˆbDˆb1p1 ´ τq.
Thus,
ν
66
0
S0 ´ u
´2ν
66
0
“ µ66DˆbDˆb1p1´ τqNˆ “ µ66DˆbDˆbˆ1p1 ´ T q “ p1´ T qµ66ηDˆbˆ1.
We have S0pi
66
0
´pi66
0
u´2 “ pi66
0
pu´2ν66
0
qpi66
0
´pi66
0
u´2 “ pi66
0
u´2pν66
0
pi
66
0
´1q. Therefore, by using (9.9)
and Lemma 9.1 we obtain
S0pi
66
0
´ pi66
0
u´2 “ pi66
0
u´2
“
pB ` δqϕ66 ` ϕ66pB ` δq
‰
“ bppi66
0
u´2ϕ66q ` ppi66
0
u´2ϕ66qpB ` δq ` ppi66
0
pB ` δq ´ bpi66
0
qu´2ϕ66
“ bψ66
0
` ψ66
0
pB ` δq ` p1´ τqpi66
0
pu´3ϕ66q.
It remains to prove (11.7). By using (9.8) we see that S0b is equal to
pi
66
0
´
u´2ν
66
0
b
¯
“ pi66
0
´
u´2pB ` δqν66
0
¯
` pi66
0
´
u´2µ66p1´ T qb1Dˆ
¯
“ pi66
0
pB ` δq
´
u´2ν
66
0
¯
` p1´ T qpi66
0
`
u´2µ66
˘
b1Dˆ.(11.9)
In the same way as in (11.8) we have u´2µ66pxq “
ř
jě0p1 ` ηuqξ
j`1xˆu2j, x P C‚, and so we see
that pi66
0
pu´2µ66pxqq “ ξxˆ. Thus,
(11.10) p1´ T qpi66
0
`
u´2µ66
˘
b1Dˆ “ p1´ T qξbˆ1Dˆ.
By using (9.8) we also see that pi66pB ` δqpu´2ν66
0
q is equal to
bpi
66
0
´
u´2ν
66
0
¯
` p1´ τqpi66
0
pu´3ν66
0
q “ bS0 ` p1´ τqpi
66
0
´
u´3ν
66
0
¯
.
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By using (11.8) we also get u´3ν66
0
“ ηξNˆ `
ř
jě1p1` ηuqξ
j`1Nˆu2j´1, and so pi66
0
pu´3ν66
0
q “ ηξNˆ .
Therefore, we see that pi66pB ` δq
´
u´2ν
66
0
¯
“ bS0 ` ηξNˆ . Combining this with (11.9) and (11.10)
gives (11.7). The proof is complete. 
As (11.4) implies that S0 maps ranp1 ´ τq to R
T
‚ Ă ranp1 ´ τq, we see that S0 descends to a
unique k-linear map,
(11.11) S : Cλ‚ ÝÑ C‚´2, Spi
λ “ piλS0.
We also let ψ66 : C66‚ Ñ Cλ‚´1 be the k-linear map defined by ψ
66 “ piλψ66
0
. The T -compatibility
of ψ66
0
then implies that ψ66 descends to a unique k-linear map sψ66 : C66T,‚ Ñ Cλ‚´1 such thatsψ66piT “ ψ66 “ piλψ660 .
Proposition 11.2. Let C be a para-precyclic k-module with k Ą Q.
(1) The k-linear map S : Cλ‚ Ñ C‚´2 is the unique chain map such that sν66S “ u´2sν66. In
particular, pCλ, Sq is an S-module and the chain map sν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C66T,‚ is an S-map.
(2) The chain maps pi66 : C66‚ Ñ Cλ‚ and spi66 : C66T,‚ Ñ Cλ‚ are S-maps up to homotopy. Namely,
(11.12) Spi66 ´ pi66u´2 “ bψ66 ` ψ66pB ` δq, Sspi66 ´ spi66u´2 “ b sψ66 ` sψ66pB ` δq.
(3) When C is quasi-precyclic, the chain map νT,66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
66
‚ given by (9.22) is an S-map.
Proof. As Spiλ “ piλS0, we have pSb´ bSqpi
λ “ Spiλb´ bpiλS0 “ pi
λpS0b´ bS0q. As (11.7) implies
that ranpS0b ´ bS0q Ă ranp1 ´ τq, we deduce that pSb´ bSqpi
λ “ 0. This shows that Sb “ bS on
Cλ‚ , i.e., S : C
λ
‚ Ñ C‚´2 is a chain map. In particular, the pair pC
λ, Sq is an S-module.
By using the equality sν66piλ “ piT ν660 we also get`sν66S ´ u´2sν66˘piλ “ sν66piλS0 ´ u´2piT ν660 “ piT `ν660 S0 ´ u´2ν660 ˘.
Combining this with (11.5) gives psν66S ´ u´2sν66qpiλ “ ´piT p1 ´ T qµ66ηDˆb1 “ 0. It then follows
that sν66S “ u´2sν66 on Cλ‚ . Moreover, as sν66 is a right-inverse of spi66 on Cλ‚ we get
S “ spi66sν66S “ spi66 `u´2sν66˘ .
Similarly, if S1 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´2 is any chain map such that sν66S1 “ u´2sν66, then S1 “ spi66pu´2sν66q “ S.
Thus, S is the unique chain map such that sν66S “ u´2sν66. In particular, this implies that the
chain map sν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C66T,‚ is an S-map.
We have Spi66 ´ pi66u´2 “ Spiλpi66
0
´ piλpi66
0
u´2 “ piλpS0pi
66
0
´ pi66
0
u´2q. Using (11.6) we get
Spi66 ´ pi66u´2 “ piλbψ66
0
` piλψ66
0
pB ` δq “ bψ66 ` ψ66pB ` δq.
As pSspi66 ´ spi66u´2qpiT “ Spi66 ´ pi66u´2 and ψ66 “ sψ66piT , we further get
pSspi66 ´ spi66u´2qpiT “ bp sψ66piT q ` p sψ66piT pB ` δq “ “b sψ66 ` sψ66pB ` δq‰ piT .
It then follows that Sspi66 ´ spi66u´2 “ b sψ66 ` sψ66pB ` δq on C66T,‚. Therefore, we see that the chain
maps pi66 and spi66 are S-maps up to homotopy,
Suppose now that C is a quasi-precyclic k-module. By its very definition (9.22) the chain map
νT,66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
66
‚ is such that νT,66piλ “ piT ν
6
0
, where piT : C‚ Ñ C‚ is the projection on C
T
‚ defined
by the splitting C‚ “ C
T
‚ ‘R
T
‚ . Therefore, as above we have
νT,66S ´ u´2νT,66 “ piT pν66
0
S ´ u´2ν66
0
q “ piT p1´ T qµ66ηDˆb “ 0.
This shows that νT,66S “ u´2νT,66 on Cλ‚ , and so ν
T,6 is an S-map. The proof is complete. 
When C is a precyclic k-module the chain maps sν66 and νT,66 both agree with the chain map
ν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
66
‚ given by (9.20). Therefore, in this case we obtain the statement.
Corollary 11.3 (compare [34]). Suppose that C is a precyclic k-module with k Ą C.
(1) S : Cλ‚ Ñ C‚´2 is the unique chain map such that ν
66S “ u´2ν66.
(2) The chain map ν66 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
66
‚ is an S-map.
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Remark 11.4. We recover the original version of Corollary 11.3 in [34] by replacing Dˆ by ´Dˇ in
the formula (9.6) for ϕ (where Dˇ is given by (9.4)), converting ϕ into a special chain homotopy ϕˇ
(cf. Remark 7.6), and then substituting ϕˇ for ϕ in the definitions of ν66 and S0. This amounts to
replace S0 by the operator,
(11.13) Sˇ0 :“ bˆ
1p1´ τqDˇ2bNˆ.
In fact, when C is precyclic it can be shown that S0 and Sˇ0 descend to the same operator on C
λ
‚
(see Remark 11.7), and so in the precyclic case we recover the S-operator of [34].
Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be an H-unital para-precyclic k-module. We shall now re-interpret the
operator S in terms of the maps pi6 and ν6
0
.
In the following, we let ψ6 : C6‚ Ñ Cλ‚´1 and
sψ6 : C6T,‚ Ñ C‚´1 be the k-linear maps defined
by ψ6 “ ψ66I and sψ6 “ sψ66I. In fact, it follows from (11.3) that ψ6 “ sψpiT “ piλψ60, where
ψ
6
0
: C6‚ Ñ C‚´1 is the k-linear map given by
(11.14) ψ6
0
pxu0q “ ´b1Dˆx, ψ6
0
pxuq “ ´xˆ´ b1Dˆs1Nx, ψ6
0
pxupq “ 0, p ě 2.
Proposition 11.5. Let C be an H-unital para-precyclic k-module with k Ą Q.
(1) For all x P C‚, we have
(11.15) Spxλq “ pi6
`
u´1ν
6
0
pxq
˘
.
(2) The chain map sν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C6T,‚ is an S-map.
(3) The chain maps pi6 : C6‚ Ñ Cλ‚ and spi6 : C6T,‚ Ñ Cλ‚ are S-maps up to homotopy. Namely,
Spi6 ´ pi6u´1 “ bψ6 ` ψ6pb `Bu´1q, Sspi6 ´ spi6u´1 “ b sψ6 ` sψ6pb`Bu´1q.
(4) When C is quasi-precyclic, the chain map νT,6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
6
‚ given by (10.12) is an S-map.
(5) When C is precyclic, the chain map ν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C
6
‚ given by (10.11) is an S-map.
Proof. Let x P C‚. We have Spx
λq “ piλS0x “ pi
λpi
66
0
pu´2ν66
0
pxqq. It follows from (10.9) that
pi66pi
66
0
“ piλppi6J ´ p1 ´ τqs1pi66
0
u´1q “ pi6J . As J is an S-map we deduce that
Spxλq “ pi6Jpu´2ν66
0
pxqq “ pi6
`
u´1Jν
66
0
pxq
˘
“ pi6
`
u´1ν
6
0
pxq
˘
.
As sν6 “ Jsν66 and J and sν66 are both S-maps we see that sν6 is an S-map. When C is quasi-cyclic
we have νT,6 “ JνT,66. As νT,66 is an S-map we also see that νT,6. When C is precyclic sν6 and
νT,6 both agree with ν6, and so ν6 is an S-map.
We have Spi6 ´ pi6u´1 “ Spi66I ´ pi66Iu´1 “ pSpi66 ´ pi66u´2qI. Thus, by using (11.12) we get
Spi6 ´ pi6u´1 “ bψ66I ` ψ66pB ` δqI “ bψ6 ` ψ6pb`Bu´1q.
Likewise, we have Sspi6 ´ spi6u´1 “ b sψ6 ` sψ6pb`Bu´1q. The proof is complete. 
11.2. Explicit formulas for S. We shall now give a simple formula for the operator S and relate
it to Connes’ original periodicity operator (11.1).
Lemma 11.6. We have piλb1DˆbN “ piλdDˆdN .
Proof. Set d1 “ b ´ b1, i.e., d1 “ p´1qmd on Cm. We then have
piλb1DˆbN “ piλbDˆbN ´ piλd1DˆbN
“ piλbDˆbN ´ piλd1Dˆb1N ´ piλd1Dˆd1N(11.16)
“ piλbDˆbN ´ piλd1NDˆb` piλdDˆdN,
where we have used the fact that Dˆb1N “ DˆNb “ NDˆb.
The equality bp1´ τq “ p1´ τqb1 implies that piλbτ “ piλb. More generally, for any polynomial
P pXq P krXs, we have piλbP pτq “ P p1qpiλb. By definition Dˆ “ m´1Dm´1pτq on Cm´1, where
DmpXq is given by (9.2). Therefore, on Cm we have
(11.17) piλbDˆb “ m´1piλbDm´1pτqb “ m
´1Dm´1p1qpi
λb2 “ 0.
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In particular, we see that piλbDˆbN “ 0.
The relations (4.4) imply that, on Cm and for j “ 0, . . . ,m, we have
d1τ j “ p´1qm`mjdtj “ p´1qm`mjtjdm´j “ p´1q
m´jτ jdm´j .
Thus,
(11.18) d1N “
ÿ
0ďjďm
d1τ j “
ÿ
0ďjďm
p´1qm´jτ jdm´j “
ÿ
0ďjďm
p´1qjτm´jdj .
Therefore, we have piλd1N “
řm
j“0p´1q
jpiλτm´jdj “
řm
j“0p´1q
jpiλdj “ pi
λb. Using (11.17) we
then deduce that piλd1DˆNb “ piλd1NDˆb “ piλbDˆb “ 0. Combining this with (11.16) and the
equality piλbDˆbN “ 0 gives piλb1DˆbN “ piλdDˆdN . The proof is complete. 
Remark 11.7. By using (11.17) and the equalities Dˇ “ ´Dˆ`N and p1´ τqDˇ “ Nˆ ´ 1, it can be
shown that, when C is precyclic, piλSˇ0 “ pi
λS0, where Sˇ0 is given by (11.13).
We are now in a position to prove the following simple formulas for the operator S.
Proposition 11.8. Let C be a para-precyclic k-module, and assume that k Ą Q. Then, for all
x P Cm, m ě 2, we have
Spxλq “
´1
pm´ 1q
´
dDˆdNˆx
¯λ
“
1
pm´ 1qm
ÿ
0ďiăjďm
p´1qi`jpdidjxq
λ.(11.19)
In particular, we recover Connes’ periodicity operator when C is a precyclic k-module .
Proof. Let x P Cm, m ě 2. By using (11.4) and Lemma 11.6 we obtain
Spxλq “ piλS0x “ pi
λξNˆx “ ´pm´ 1q´1piλb1DˆbNˆx “ ´pm´ 1q´1 “ pdDˆdNˆ xˆqλ.
This gives the first equality in (11.19). Recall that Dˆ “ m´1Dm´1pτq, where Dm´1pXq is given
by (9.2). Thus,
Spxλq “
´1
pm` 1qmpm´ 1q
pdDm´1pτqdNxq
λ
.
It is convenient to introduce the following notation. Given k-linear maps f1 : Cm Ñ Cm1 and
f2 : Cm Ñ Cm1 we shall write f1 ” f2 when f1´f2 “ p1´τqg for some k-linear map g : Cm Ñ Cm1 .
In particular, this implies that piλf1 “ pi
λf2. Using this notation, we see that in order to prove
the 2nd equality in (11.19) it is enough to show that on Cm we have
(11.20) dDm´1pτqdN ” ´pm` 1q
ÿ
0ďiăjďm
p´1qi`jdidj .
It follows from (9.2) and (11.18) that on Cm the operator Dm´1pτqdN is equal toÿ
0ďiďm´1
0ďjďm
p´1qm`jpm´ 1´ iqτ i`m´jdj “
ÿ
0ďiďm´1
0ďjďm
p´1qm`jpm´ i´ 1qTτ i´jdj .
Thus,
(11.21) dDm´1pτqdN “ ´
ÿ
0ďiďm´1
0ďjďm
p´1qm´1`jpm´ i´ 1qTdm´1τ
i´jdj ” ´∆
p1q ´∆p2q,
where we have set
∆p1q “
ÿ
0ďiăjďm
p´1qm´1`jpm´ i´ 1qdm´1τ
i´jdj ,
∆p2q “
ÿ
0ďjďiďm´1
p´1qm´1`jpm´ i´ 1qdm´1τ
i´jdj .
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If 0 ď i ă j ď m, then on Cm´1 we have
dm´1τ
i´j “ dm´1T
´1τm´pj´iq “ p´1qm´pi´jqT´1τm´pj´iqdj´i´1 ” p´1q
m´i`jdj´i´1.
Combining this with the change of index iÑ j ´ i´ 1 gives
(11.22) ∆p1q ”
ÿ
0ďiăjďm
p´1qi´1pm´ i´ 1qdj´i´1dj ”
ÿ
0ďiăjďm´1
p´1qi`jpm` j ´ iqdidj .
If 0 ď j ď i ď m´ 1, then dm´1τ
i´j “ p´1qi´jτ i´jdm´i`j´1 ” p´1q
i´jdm´i`j´1. Thus,
∆p2q ”
ÿ
0ďjďiďm´1
p´1qm`j´1pm´ i´ 1qdm´i`j´1dj
”
ÿ
0ďjďiďm´1
p´1qi`jpi ´ jqdidj ,
where we have used the change of index i Ñ m´ i` j ´ 1 to get the 2nd line. As didj “ djdi`1
for i ě j, we further obtain
∆p2q ”
ÿ
0ďjďiďm´1
p´1qi`jpi´ jqdjdi`1 ”
ÿ
0ďjăiďm´1
p´1qi`j´1pi´ j ´ 1qdjdi.
Upon interchanging the indices i and j we then get
∆p2q ”
ÿ
0ďjăiďm´1
p´1qi`j´1pj ´ i´ 1qdidj ”
ÿ
0ďjăiďm´1
p´1qi`jpi´ j ` 1qdidj .
Combining this with (11.21) and (11.22) gives (11.20). As mentioned above this proves the 2nd
equality in (11.19). The proof is complete. 
11.3. Applications to periodic cyclic homology. In Connes gave There is a well known for-
mula expressing the periodicity operator S in terms of the pb, Bq-operators in cyclic cohomology
due to Connes [9, Lemma II.34]. As an application of Proposition 11.5 we shall obtain a dual
version of Connes’ formula for arbitrary H-unital para-precyclic k-modules.
Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be an H-unital para-precyclic k-module. We have
Bp1´ τq “ p1´ τqs1Np1´ τq “ p1 ´ τqsp1 ´ T q “ p1´ T qp1´ τqs1.
Therefore, the operator B maps ranp1 ´ τq to RT‚ , and so it descends to a unique k-linear map,
B : Cλ‚ ÝÑ CT,‚, Bpi
λ “ piTB.
Thus, given any x P C‚, we have Bpx
λq “ Bx “ Bsx (where, as above, s¨ denotes the class in CT,‚).
We then have the following dual version of Connes’ formula.
Proposition 11.9. Suppose that k Ą Q. Let x P C‚ be such that bx P ranp1 ´ τq. Then, in CT,‚
we have
B ˝ Spxλq “ ´bsx mod ran “bp1´ τq‰.
Proof. Let x P C‚ be such that bx P ranp1´ τq. Thanks to (11.15) we have
B ˝ Spxλq “ Bpiλpi6
0
pu´1ν6
0
pxqq “ piTBpi
6
0
pu´1ν6
0
pxqq “ piTpi
6
0
pBu´1ν6
0
pxqq.
By (10.3) we have Bu´1ν6
0
pxq “ ´bν6
0
pxq ` ν6
0
pbxq mod RT‚ . Thus,
(11.23) B ˝ Spxλq “ ´piTpi
6
0
bν
6
0
pxq ` piTpi
6
0
ν
6
0
pbxq “ ´bpiT
“
pi
6
0
ν
6
0
pxq
‰
` piT
“
pi
6
0
ν
6
0
pbxq
‰
.
As (10.4) implies that pi6
0
ν
6
0
pxq´x P ranp1´τq, we see that bpiT rpi
6
0
ν
6
0
pxqs “ ´bsx mod ranrbp1´τqs.
By (10.8) we also have pi6
0
ν
6
0
“ r1´p1´τqs1DˆbsNˆ . By assumption bx “ p1´τqy for some y P C‚´1.
Thus,
piT
“
pi
6
0
ν
6
0
pbxq
‰
“ piT
 
r1´ p1´ τqs1DˆbsNˆp1´ τqy
(
“ r1´ p1´ τqs1DˆbspiT
“
p1 ´ T qyˆ
‰
“ 0.
Combining this with (11.23) gives B ˝ Spxλq “ ´bsx mod ran bp1´ τq. The proof is complete. 
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We still assume that C is an H-unital para-precyclic k-module. We then can form its periodic
para-complex C7 “ pC7‚, b ` B, T q, where C
7
‚ is defined as in (3.2). When C is precyclic we
actually get a chain complex whose homology is denoted by HP‚pCq. In particular, C
7
T is a chain
complex, and so we can define the periodic cyclic homology HP‚pCT q. We have a natural chain
map spi7 : C7T,i Ñśqě0 Cλ2q`i given by
(11.24) spi7“psx2q`iqqě0‰ “ `xλ2q`i˘qě0, x2q`i P C2q`i.
Suppose that k Ą Q. As pCλ, Sq is an S-module, we may also form its periodic chain com-
plex Cλ,7 :“ pCλ,7‚ , bq, where C
λ,7
‚ is defined as in (2.2). We denote by H
λ,7
‚ pCq its homology.
We have an inclusion of chain complexes Cλ,7‚ Ă
ś
qě0 C
λ
2q`‚. At the homology level this gives
rise to a canonical (Z2-graded) k-linear map H
λ,7
‚ Ñ
ś
qě0H
λ
2q`‚pCq, which fits into the exact
sequence (2.3). In particular its range is precisely the inverse limit lim
ÐÝS
Hλ
2q`‚pCq.
As k Ą Q we have the chain map sν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C6T,‚ given by (10.10). By Proposition 10.2 this
is a right-inverse and chain homotopy left-inverse of the canonical chain map spi6 : C6T,‚ Ñ Cλ‚ . By
Proposition 11.5 this is an S-map, and so it gives rise to a chain map sν7 : Cλ,7‚ Ñ C7T,‚. This uses
the identification lim
ÐÝu´1
C
6
T,‚ » C
7
T,‚ given by psx2q`iqqě0 Ñ ppi60psx2q`iqqqě0. As (10.7) implies
that pi6
0
ν
6
0
“ r1´ p1´ τqs1DˆbsNˆ , we have
(11.25) sν7“pxλ
2q`iqqě0
‰
“
´
r1´ p1´ τqs1DˆbsNˆsx2q`i¯
qě0
, pxλ
2q`iqqě0 P C
λ,7
i .
As spi7sν7 “ 1 on Cλ,‚‚ was we actually get the following commutative diagram of chain maps,
(11.26)
C
7
T,‚
C
λ,7
‚
ź
qě0
Cλ
2q`‚.
sπ7sν7
Proposition 11.10. Suppose that k Ą Q.
(1) The chain map sν7 : Cλ,7‚ Ñ C7T,‚ given by (11.25) is a quasi-isomorphism.
(2) The diagram (11.26) gives rise to the following commutative diagram,
(11.27)
HP‚pCT q
H
λ,7
‚ pCq limÐÝS H
λ
2q`‚pCq.
sπ7sν7
(3) The downward arrow spi7 : HP‚pCT q Ñ limÐÝS Hλ2q`‚pCq is onto.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 the very fact that the S-map sν7 : Cλ‚ Ñ C7T,‚ is an S-map ensures us
that at the periodic level the corresponding chain map sν7 : Cλ,7‚ Ñ C7T,‚ is a quasi-isomorphism.
At the homology level the commutative diagram (11.26) gives rise to the following commutative
diagram,
HP‚pCT q
H
λ,7
‚ pCq
ś
qě0H
λ
2q`‚pCq.
sπ7sν7
As mentioned above the range of the bottom horizontal arrow is precisely lim
ÐÝS
Hλ
2q`‚pCq. There-
fore, in order to get the diagram (11.27) it only remains to show that at the homology level spi7
maps HP‚pCT q to limÐÝS H
λ
2q`‚pCq.
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Let sψ7 : CT,‚ Ñśqě0 Cλ2q`‚ be the k-linear map such that, for any sx “ psx2q`iqqě0 in C7T,i with
x2q`i P C2q`i, we have
ψ7psxq “ `ψ6px6
2q`iq
˘
qě0
,
where the map ψ6 : C6‚ Ñ Cλ‚´1 is defined as in Section 11 (see Eq. (11.14)), and we have set
x
6
2q`i “ x2q`iu
0 ` x2q´2`iu` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xiu
q P C6
2q`i.
Claim. On C7T,‚ we have
(11.28) Sspi7 ´ spi7 “ bψ7 ` sψ7pb`Bq.
Proof of the Claim. Let sx “ psx2q`iqqě0 P C7T,i, x2q`i P C2q`i. We have
pi7psxq “ pxλ
2q`iqqě0 “ ppi
6px2q`iqqqě0,
where x6
2q`i is defined as above. Note that u
´1x
6
2q`2`i “ x
6
2q`i. Thus,
Sspi7psxq ´ spi7psxq “ `Spi6px6
2q`2`iq
˘
qě0
´
`
pi6px6
2q`iq
˘
qě0
“
`
pSpi6 ´ pi6u´1qpx6
2q`2`iq
˘
qě0
.
Combining this with Proposition 11.5 we get
(11.29) Sspi7psxq ´ spi7psxq “ `bψ6px6
2q`2`iq
˘
qě0
`
`
ψ6rpb`Bu´1qx6
2q`2`is
˘
qě0
As bψ6px6iq “ 0, we have pbψ
6px6
2q`2`iqqqě0 “ pbψ
6px6
2q`iqqqě0 “ b
sψ7psxq. Likewise, as ψ6pbx6iq “
0 we also have pψ6pbx6
2q`2`iqqqě0 “
sψ7pbsxq. In addition, we have`
ψ6pBu´1x6
2q`2`iq
˘
qě0
“
`
ψ6pBx6
2q`iq
˘
qě0
“ sψ7pBsxq.
Combining all this with (11.29) then gives
Sspi7psxq ´ spi7psxq “ b sψ7psxq ` sψ7rpb`Bqsxs.
This proves the claim. 
The above claim implies that Sspi6´spi6 “ 0 on HP‚pCT q, and so spi7 maps HP‚pCT q to kerp1´Sq “
lim
ÐÝS
Hλ
2q`‚pCq. We thus obtain the commutative diagram (11.27). In that diagram the bottom
horizontal arrow is onto and the upward arrow sν7 : Hλ,7‚ pCq Ñ HP‚pCT q is an isomorphism. It
then follows that the downward arrow spi7 : HP‚pCT q Ñ limÐÝS Hλ2q`‚pCq is onto as well. The proof
is complete. 
12. Applications in Cyclic Cohomology
In this section, we explain the counterparts of Proposition 11.5 and Proposition 11.10 in cyclic
cohomology and periodic cyclic cohomology. As we shall see this will provide us with explicit ways
to convert pb, Bq-cocycles into cohomologous periodic cyclic cocycles.
12.1. Para-S-comodules. For the sake of exposition’s clarity, we give a brief overview of the
dual version of para-S-modules. We shall call the corresponding objects para-S-comodules. As the
dual of a left module is a right module we shall work in the category of right k-modules. Thus,
a para-S-comodule is given by a system pC‚, d, S, T q, where Cm, m ě 0, are right k-modules and
d : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 and S : C‚ Ñ C‚`2 are k-linear maps and T : C‚ Ñ C‚ is a k-linear automorphism
satisfying the relations (2.4). In particular, when T “ 1 we get a cochain complex pC‚, dq and S
is a true cochain map. In this case we shall denote by H‚pCq the corresponding cohomology.
In analogy with para-S-modules, we shall call cochain map any map between para-S-comodules
that is compatible with the d-operators. A cochain S-map is a cochain map which is compatible
with the pS, T q-operators. We also have natural notions of cochain homotopies of cochain maps
and cochain S-homotopies of cochain S-maps. This provides us with notions of cochain homo-
topy equivalence and cochain S-homotopy equivalence between para-S-comodules, as well as the
corresponding notions of deformation retracts and S-deformation retract of para-S-comodules.
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Our main example of a para-S-module is the dual of a para-S-module. Given any left k-
module E we denote by E : the dual right k-module HomkpE , kq. By duality any k-linear map
f : E1 Ñ E2 gives rise to a k-linear map f
: : E :
2
Ñ E :
1
such that f :pφq “ φ ˝ f @φ P E :
2
.
Any para-S-module C “ pC‚, d, S, T q then gives rise to a dual para-S-comodule pC
‚, d, S, T q,
where Cm “ C:m and we denote by pd, S, T q the dual maps pd
:, S:, T :q. Any chain map (resp.,
S-map) between para-S-modules gives rise to a cochain map (resp., cochain S-map) between
the corresponding dual para-S-comodules. Moreover, any chain homotopy equivalence (resp., S-
homotopy equivalence) of para-S-modules gives rise to a cochain homotopy equivalence (resp.,
cochain S-homotopy equivalence) of the dual para-S-comodules.
Let pC‚, d, S, T q be a para-S-comodule. The operator S : C‚ Ñ C‚`2 gives rise to directed
systems of right k-modules tC2q`muqě0, m ě 0, which are compatible with the operators d and
T . For each m, let Cm7 “ limÝÑS
C2q`i be the corresponding direct limit, i.e.,
(12.1) Cm7 “
ˆà
qě0
C2q`i
˙
{ ranp1´ Sq.
We have a natural identification Cm`27 » C
m
7 . Under this identification, the operators d and
T give rise to operators on C07 ‘ C
1
7 which are odd and even, respectively. Moreover, we have
d2 “ p1´T q on C07 ‘C
1
7 . We thus obtain a Z2-graded cochain paracomplex C
7 :“ pC07 ‘C
1
7 , d, T q,
which we shall call the periodic cochain paracomplex of C.
Any cochain S-map between para-S-comodules gives rise to a T -compatible cochain map be-
tween the corresponding periodic cochain paracomplexes. Furthermore, any cochain S-homotopy
equivalence of para-S-comodules gives rise to a T -compatible cochain homotopy equivalence of the
corresponding periodic cochain paracomplexes.
If C “ pC‚, d, S, T q is a para-S-module, then we denote by C7 the periodic cochain paracomplex
of its dual para-S-comodule. There is a natural duality between C7 and the periodic chain complex
C7. Thus, any S-map (resp., S-homotopy equivalence) between para-S-comodules gives rise to
a T -compatible cochain map (resp., cochain S-homotopy equivalence) between the corresponding
periodic cochain paracomplexes.
When T “ 1 we obtain a periodic cochain complex pC‚7 , dq. We denote byH
‚
7 pCq its cohomology.
As the operator S : C‚ Ñ C‚`2 is a cochain map, it descends to a k-linear map S : H‚7 pCq Ñ
H‚`27 pCq, and so it defines a directed system of cohomology modules. The canonical projectionÀ
qě0 C
2q`‚ Ñ C‚7 is an S-invariant cochain map, and so it descends to a k-linear map from
lim
ÝÑS
H2q`‚pCq Ñ H‚7 pCq. As the direct limit functor is exact (see, e.g., [56]), we actually get a
canonical isomorphism,
(12.2) limÝÑSH
2q`‚pCq » H‚7 pCq.
12.2. Cyclic cohomology. Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be an H-unital para-precyclic k-module. By
duality the H-unital precyclic k-module CT “ pCT,‚, d, s, tq gives rise to an H-unital precyclic
k-comodule pC‚T , d, s, tq, where
CmT :“ tφ P HomkpCm, kq; φ ˝ T “ φu , m ě 0.
Here the structural operators pd, s, tq on C‚T are the dual versions of the structural operators
pd, s, tq on CT,‚. We let CT,6 :“ pC
‚
T,6, b`Bq be the corresponding cyclic cochain complex, where
(12.3) CmT,6 “ C
m
T ‘ C
T
m´2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , m ě 0.
We denote by HC‚pCT q the cohomology of CT,6. The natural duality between the chain complex
C
6
T and the cochain complex CT,6 is given by
(12.4) xφ, sxupy :“ xφm´2p, xy , x P Cm´2p, φ “ pφm, φm´2, . . .q P CmT,6.
We also let Cλ “ pC
‚
λ, bq be the Connes cochain complex of C, where
Cmλ :“ tφ P HomkpCm, kq; φ ˝ τ “ φu , m ě 0.
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We denote by HλpCq the cohomology of Cλ. As the B-operator on cochains is annihilated by
cyclic cochains, we have an inclusion of cochain complexes,
(12.5) sι6 : C‚λ ÝÑ C‚T,6, sι6pφq “ pφ, 0, . . .q, φ P Cmλ .
This is the dual version of the canonical chain map spi6 : C6T,‚ Ñ Cλ‚ .
Suppose that k Ą Q. By duality the chain map sν6 : Cλ‚ Ñ C6T,‚ gives rise to a cochain mapsν6 : C‚T,6 Ñ C‚λ. In fact, in view of (10.10), given any φ “ pφm, φm´2, . . .q P CmT,6, m ě 0, we have
(12.6) sν6pφq “ ÿ
m´2jě0
p´1qjφm´2j ˝
!
r1´ p1 ´ τqs1Dˆbspbˆ1DˆbqjNˆ
)
.
By Proposition 10.2 the chain map sν6 is a right-inverse and chain homotopy left-inverse of the
canonical chain map spi6. Therefore, by duality we obtain the following result.
Proposition 12.1. Assume that k Ą Q. Then the cochain map sν6 given by (12.6) is a left-inverse
and cochain homotopy right-inverse of the canonical inclusion (12.5).
Remark 12.2. When C is a cyclic module the fact that the canonical inclusion (12.5) is a quasi-
isomorphism goes back to Connes [8, 9].
The upshot of Proposition 12.1 is an explicit way to convert any pb, Bq-cocycle into a cohomol-
ogous periodic cocycle. Namely, we have the following statement.
Corollary 12.3. Assume that k Ą Q. Then, for every cocycle φ “ pφm, φm´2, . . .q P C
m
T,6, m ě 0,
the cyclic cochain sν6pφq given by (12.6) is a cocycle in the same cohomology class as φ.
12.3. Periodic cyclic cohomology. Let C “ pC‚, d, s, tq be anH-unital para-precyclic k-module.
Under (12.4) we have a natural duality between the chain complex C6T “ pC
6
T,‚, b ` Bu
´1q
and the cochain complex CT,6 “ pC
‚
T,6, b ` Bq. Under this duality the dual of the projection
u´1 : C6T,‚ Ñ C
6
T,‚´2 is simply the inclusion of C
‚
T,6 “ C
‚
T‘C
‚´2
T ‘¨ ¨ ¨ into C
‚`2
T,6 “ C
‚`2
T ‘C
‚
T‘¨ ¨ ¨ .
This turns CT,6 into an S-comodule. Its periodic cochain complex is naturally identified with the
Z2-graded cochain complex CT,7 “ pC
‚
T,7, b`Bq, where
CiT,7 “
à
qě0
C
2q`i
T , i “ 0, 1.
More precisely, the identification between CiT,7 and the direct limit limÝÑS C
2q`i
T is induced from
(12.7) pφi, φ2`i, . . . , φ2q0`i, 0, . . .q ÝÑ pφ
6
i , φ
6
2`i, . . . , φ
6
2q0`i
, 0, . . .q,
where we have set φ6
2q`i :“ pφ2q`i, φ2q´2`i, . . .q. This identification is the dual version of the iden-
tification of limÐÝu´1 C2q`i with C
7
i described in Section 3. We denote by HP
‚pCT q the cohomology
of the cochain complex CT,7. This is the cyclic cohomology of the H-unital precyclic module CT .
Suppose that k Ą Q. By duality the chain map S : Cλ‚ Ñ C
λ
‚´2 gives rise to a degree 2 cochain
map S : C‚λ Ñ C
‚`2
λ , so that we obtain an S-comodule pC
λ
‚ , b, Sq which is the dual S-comodule
of the S-module pCλ‚ , b, Sq. Let Cλ,7 :“ pC
‚
λ,7, b, Sq be its periodic cochain complex, where C
i
λ,7,
i “ 0, 1, is defined as in (12.1). We denote by H‚λ,7pCq its cohomology. There is a natural duality
between Cλ,7 and the periodic chain complex C
λ,7 introduced in Section 11.
By duality the chain map spi7 : C7T,‚ Ñśqě0 Cλ2q`‚ in (11.24) corresponds to the natural cochain
inclusion sι7 : Àqě0 C2q`‚λ ãÑ C‚T,7. At the cohomology level this gives rise to a (Z2-graded) k-
linear map sι7 :Àqě0H2q`‚λ pCq Ñ HP‚pCT q. Although at the level of cochains the inclusion sι7 is
not S-invariant, at the cohomology level we get an S-invariant map. This can be seen by using
the dual version of Proposition 11.9 (cf. [9]). Alternatively, we know from (11.28) that the chain
map p1 ´ Sqspi7 is chain homotopic to 0. By duality sι6p1 ´ Sq is cochain homotopic to 0, and
hence sι6p1´ Sq “ 0 onÀqě0H2q`‚λ pCq. Anyway, we see that at the cohomology level the map sι7
descends to a k-linear map, sι7 : limÝÑSHλ2q`‚ ÝÑ HP‚pCT q.
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This map was shown by Connes [8, 9] (at least when k “ C and C is the cyclic space of a unital
C-algebra).
We shall now use Proposition 11.10 and Proposition 12.1 to reinterpret Connes’ isomorphism
theorem and exhibit an explicit inverse of sι7 for H-unital precyclic modules.
Let C “ pC, d, s, tq be an H-unital precyclic k-module with k Ą Q. It follows from Proposi-
tion 11.5 that the cochain map sν6 : C‚T,6 Ñ C‚λ is a cochain S-map. At the periodic level the
corresponding cochain map sν7 : C‚T,7 Ñ C‚λ,7 is the dual version of the chain map sν7 : Cλ,7‚ Ñ C7T,‚.
Thus, given any periodic cochain φ “ pφi, φ2`i, . . .q P C
i
T,7, we have
(12.8) sν7pφq “ class of `φ2q`i ˝  r1´ p1 ´ τqs1DˆbsNˆ(˘qě0 mod ranp1´ Sq.
By duality the commutative diagram of chain maps (11.26) then gives rise to the following com-
mutative diagram of cochain maps,
(12.9)
C‚T,7
C‚λ,7
à
qě0
Cλ
2q`‚.
sν7 sι7
Proposition 12.4. Let C “ pC, d, s, tq be an H-unital precyclic k-module with k Ą Q.
(1) The cochain map sν7 : C‚T,7 Ñ C‚λ,7 given by (12.8) is a quasi-isomorphism.
(2) The following diagram is commutative,
(12.10)
HP‚pCT q
H‚λ,7pCq limÝÑS H
λ
2q`‚pCq,
sν7
„
sι7
where the bottom horizontal arrow is the canonical isomorphism (12.2).
(3) The Connes map sι7 : limÝÑSHλ2q`‚ Ñ HP‚pCT q is an isomorphism.
In other words, the cochain map sν7 allows us to invert Connes’ map sι7 : limÝÑSHλ2q`‚ Ñ HP‚pCT q
under the canonical identification limÝÑSH
λ
2q`‚pCq » H
‚
λ,7pCq. In particular, this allows us to realize
Connes’ isomorphism by means of an explicit quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. As the cochain map sν7 : C‚T,7 Ñ C‚λ,7 arises from the cochain S-map sν6 : C‚T,6 Ñ C‚λ, we
have a commutative diagram,
lim
ÝÑ
HC‚pCT q HP
‚pCT q
limÝÑS H
λ
2q`‚pCq H
‚
λ,7pCq.
„
sν6 sν7
„
Here the bottom horizontal arrow is the canonical isomorphism (12.2) and the top horizontal
arrow arises from this isomorphism under the identification of C‚T,7 and limÝÑC
‚
T,6 given by (12.7).
We know by Proposition 12.1 that sν6 : HC‚pCT q Ñ H‚λpCq is an isomorphism. This isomorphism
is compatible with the periodicity operators in cohomology. Therefore, by functoriality of the
direct limit, the left vertical arrow sν6 : limÝÑHC‚pCT q Ñ limÝÑS Hλ2q`‚pCq is an isomorphism. As
the horizontal arrows are both isomorphisms, it then follows that the right vertical arrow is an
isomorphism as well. That is, the cochain map sν7 : C‚T,7 Ñ C‚λ,7 is a quasi-isomorphism.
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At the cohomology level the commutative diagram of cochain maps (12.9) gives rise to the
following commutative diagram,
HP‚pCT q
H‚λ,7pCq
À
qě0H
λ
2q`‚pCq.
sν7 sι7
As the bottom horizontal arrow and the map sι7 both descend to maps on limÝÑS Hλ2q`‚pCq, we
obtain the commutative diagram (12.10). In the diagram (12.10) the bottom vertical arrow is an
isomorphism. As shown above, the downward arrow sν7 : HP‚pCT q Ñ H‚λ,7pCq is an isomorphism.
It then follows that the upward arrow sι7 : limÝÑSHλ2q`‚pCq Ñ HP‚pCT q is an isomorphism. The
proof is complete. 
Remark 12.5. Cyclic cohomology is the natural receptacle of the Chern character in K-homology,
a.k.a. Connes-Chern of character [9]. The original definition of the Connes-Chern character by
Connes [9] is in terms of cyclic cocycles. However, we often get better information from its
representations by pb, Bq-cocycles [10, 11, 12]. It would be interesting to see what light on these
representations could be shed from the convertion results mentioned above.
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